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PREFACE 

lhe present thesis deals mainly with some problems of practical interest in the field of 
structural and mt!chanical engineering. The topic covers a wide mea in theoretical conception 
which is beyond the expectation of one's objective to investigate into every aspect of the topic. 
Hence the pi·escnt author restricts herself mainly to some problems related to the static and dy
namic ·behaviour of structures, to be more precise, plate and shell structures are considered for 

illustrative examples. 

Considering the importance of vibrational characteristic of structures, the nonlinear analy-
sis of elastic plates and shells received considerable attention in literature since the sixth decade of. 
20th century. In general Karman type field equations are employed for almost all types of struc- · 
tures. Several methods are available to investigate the static and dynamic response of structures 
amongst which the "Constant Deflection Contour" method needs special mention. This method. 
ha·s been previously developed by Mazumdar, however the most of his investigations were re.:.' 
stricted to linear analysis only. The present thesis aims at extending this method to the nonlinear 
analysis of plates vibrating at large amplitudes in conjunction with Galerkin procedure. Illustra- · 
tions of the present studies have been . considered to cover those problems which are either new. 
investigations or treated with this new approach to previously investigated problems. The results 
of the present investigationshave always been compared to known available results so far as pos- • 
sible. Starting from structure having regular and common boundaries gradually more and more. 
complicated structures and mixed boundary value problems have been included in the present: .• 
thesis::· 

•.· The first chapter concerns with the comprehensive study of the early researches in the ~rea:· 
under investigation and with an introduction of the basic need of such problems arising out of the 
futme demand of the twenty first century. A t·eview of the eal'ly investigations is cited chronologl- . 
cally so fat· as possible. · 

The secoi1d chapter contains the basic nonlinear theory of elasticity. T.his theory constitlttes 
the main ft·ame ofoperation for the present investigation under consideration. 

· In the third chapter different methods for solving the non-linear problems have been qis- · .• 
. cussed with their merits and demerits. The third chapter also includes some preliminary remfitks 
about th(! ''Constant"DeOcction Contour" method. ' 

:·In all problems cot1side;ed frori1 Chapter iV the basic govet·niug diff~rential eq4atidns 
have been deduced primarily on the basis ofKann'an field eqtmticins.extended to a dynamic C:ase. 
In chapter IV, a simplified method for 'solving nonlinear problems using "Constant Deflection 
Contour'' h~ethod has been discussed. · 

The fir~>t problei11 (Chapter IV) aims: at investigating the static and dynamic behaviour of 
elliptic. plate.sclampec~ along its boundary. Lal·~c vibrations of elliptic plrtte.s on elastic found~tion 
have been dts~usseclm the second problem of chapter IV. In problem -3 (Chapter IV), the s~atic 
and dynamic behaviour of elliptic plates undc.::r damping condition is discussed using Berg~r's 
hypothesis. Attempts have also been made to justify the use of Karman field equations over dther 
simplified or modi lied equations. Problem 4, (chapter IV) concerns with effect ofvarying flexural 
rigidity on nm11inear vibrations of circular and elliptical plates. · 

In chapter V, a modified method for solving the nonlinear problems is discussed sojne 



typical .cxa111j)les have been ctis.cussed with . some more complicated probleins. These illus
tratiolls hot only support the proposed theory but also establish the accuracy of numerical results 
for mixec\ boundary value problems. 

In chapter YJ the extension of "Constant Deflection Contour" m.ethod to shell structures 
has bt:en mad~: to break the monotony of plate structures. · 

In Chapter VII Qn attempt has been made to extend the present analysis to elastic plastic 
shells structures. 

. . ; 

At last the author has trice\ to refer all relevant papers published so far. However none can : 
·avoid omissions when choosing a few out of thousands of papers, but any omissions isohsolutely ·-

. . 

unintentional. 

English beil~g the sencond language of the author, she begs apology ~eforehand for any:: 
linguistic . error or absence of any proper expression ofthe text that may creep-in in the preparation 
ofthe work. 

The author~.\:p"Tesses her heattiest gratefulness to hei· guide Dr. M.M. Banerjee [Ex Reader,'· : · 
A:C. C<lllc.ge, Jalpaiguri, West Bengal, India]. Without his help it would not have been poss~ble; .-
for hertocpmplete the thesis. . .. 

; .. 
,·. 'J: . '' .. :, ·' 

.·.·-
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Notations 

In pI an e dis pI ace men t. a Ion g x axis. 

In plano displacement. along y axis 

Displacement. normal to the middle surfaeH of the 
structure 

Thickness of t.he plate 

Strain Component. along x axis 

Strain Component. along y ax1s 

Shearing Strain Component in cartesian Co-ordinate. 

Young's Modultt.s 

Shear ModulJ.ts of Elasticity and Pasternak Foundation 
Parameter 

Poisson's ratio 

Potential Energy 

Force per Unit length 111 the X, and 'd direction 

Force per Unit length 111 x-y direction 

Bending moment per unit length of the section 
structure perpendicular to x axis 

of the 

Bending :noment per unit length cf the .section cf the '" 
structure perpendicular to x ax1s. 

Twisting moment per unit length 

Normal component of stress parallel to x - ax1s 

Normal component of stress parallel to. J axis 

· Norm<d component. of st.ross along x-y direction 

Density of t.lw maf.(~rial of the st.ruet.ure 

iii 
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J) = 
ER-

12 (1- J)j Flexural rigidity 

F = Stress Function 

= Curvature along x- ax1s 

= Curvature along y- axu.; 

p = Normal load intensity 

K = Constant related to Ec~lastic (Winkler Foundatiory parameter' 

T = Time period 

PI = First Strain invariant of the middle surface of the plate 

Seeond Strain invariant of the middle surface of the plate 

A = Amplitude of vibrations 

iv 
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With the progress of modern civilization, the applications of elastic and pl~stic properties 
of solids in the field of stl'uctural Engineering are gaining niomentun1 day by day. Most of the' · 
modern structurs are subjected to severe vibrations and hence it becomes a must to design stiuc-" 
tural compone.nts to withstand high dynamic stres:;es. Dynamic characteristics of structural systerh·· 

are essential" for design and control. · . , . 
<' ' . ,·'.: ',,. 

Since f{obet1 Hook ( 1635-1716) gave a simple relation betw.een stress and strain of elasti~:- ; . 
substance mnny t·esearch workers become inclined to investigate the elastic beh11viour of mattef . ·. 
Since .then ti1e. linc~r m~alysis of plates and she~ Is has long attraCted tl1e attentior~ of sever~!.<·. 
investtgartors resultmg m a wealth of papers pub!tshl!d by several authors. An extensive study 0~1 
this subject has been presented by Gontkevich[ 1] and later by Leis sa· [2j. ·• · 

·,,.' 

A ~tudy on the dynamic response of structures reveals the fact that much has been investl
gated so far as linear analysis is concerned as determination of the natural frequency plays impor~-.. 
tant role in designing a structure prone of vibration. Some of the works previously made may 
include the problem of symmetrical bending of circular and rectangular plates ofvariable thickness 
investigated by H. Holzer[3], R.G. Olson[4] and H.D. Conway[5]. · 

The I in ear frequencies of in-plane vibi'ations of polar orthotropic annular plates· witn liq~ 
early varying thickness have been analyzed by Ganesan and Soamidas[6J. A semi-analytical method. 
of analysis has been used where the radial· and tangential displacements are expanded in the · · 
circumferential direction as Fourier series and the radial behaviour is solved using finite eleri1ent . 
method and the frequencies have been studied with respect to various boundary conditions, aspect · 
ratio}hickncss ratios, ratio of moduli and two fiber directions. The vibration and stability analysis 
of polar ottlwtropic circular plates using the finite element method is disci.tsse~ by Gerard and C-, 
Pardoen[7). 

Free torsional vibrations of conical and cylindrical shells ofthicknes~ varying as apo~er of · 
aistance !)ave been studied by Soni, Jain and Prasad[8]. The numerical values of the frequency': ': .· 
par11meter for the first three modes of vibration are computed for shells of linearly and paraboli- ' 
cally varying thickness for different ratio oftreminal radii. , 

Laura et.al. [84] analyzed the·~?-~ vibration and stability of a circular plate elastically re- ·. · 
strained against rotation. Forced vibration of a circular plate elastically restrained against rotation 
has been discussed by Laura el.al.[85]. . · . · · . , 

. . . . . . 

The res.onant response ofsimply supported thin and thick ~1thot~·opic cylindrical shell is · .. 
determined by Warburton and Sot'li [9] by using model attalysis. · 

The t1:ansverse ~ibration of free elliptical plates with rectangular orthotropy is analyzed by .. 
T. Naritra( l OJ, while the natural frequencies of rectangular and polygonal plates have been ob- · 
tnined by R. B. Bhat [II, 12]. Dickinson and Blasio[ 131 analyzed the use of orthogonal polynomial8 
to study the flexural vibration and buckling of isotropic and otthotropic rectangular plates .. Sing 
and Chakraborty [ 14, 15] studied the transvese vibrations of circular and elliptic plates of variable 
thickness. Flexural vibration of skew plates was investig:ited by Singh and Chakraborty [16]. 

r 
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Unfortunately, the linear classical theory is no longer applicable in cases of practical interest and 
this leads to the non linear analysis of such problem. The analysis of non linear vibration of plates 
and shells with their symmetrical and unsymmetrical bending character has drawn the attention of 
many research workers because of their applications in engineering design. It is, however, difficult 
to solve the vibration problems of plates and shells of practical interest due to their highly non
linear behaviour. A number of research workers tried to solve the necessary differential equation 
by linearzing those through proper approximation. The results thus obtained do not agree with the 
experimental results for complicated plate geometry which are actually used in practice. Approxi
mate solutions of such problems can be obtained from Karman [20] field equations. These equa
tions .involve the deflection and membrane stress functions as two dependent variables coupled 
together. Many workers have used Karman equations to solve the vibrational problems of elastic 
plates, among which Chu and Hermann [21] and Yamaki [22] need special mention. 

Several techniques have· been used to solve the equations; for example Levy [23] subtitutes 
a double Fourier series in the equation for rectangular plates. Chi-Teh-Wang [24] wrote the equa
tion for rectangular plates in a finite difference form and solved them by the method of successive 
approximations. S. Way, [ 117] solved the circular plate equations by substituting a power series 
solution into the energy expression determining the coefficient by setting the first variation of the 
strain energy equal to the first variation of potential energy due to the external loading for any 
variation of each coefficient. Many investigators used Von-Karman equations to analyze the non
linear vibrational problems of plates of various shape. Rectangular plates were analyzed by Smith, 
Malme and Gogos [25] Yamaki [22]; Eisely [26]; Murthy and Sheboume [27]; Bayles, Lowery and 
Boyd [28]; .cawford and Atluri [29]. Circular plates are treated by Crawford and Atluri[30]; 
Fomsworth and Evan-Iwanowski [31 ]; Sridhar, Mook, Nayfeh [32].Ring sector plates were treated 
by Chisyaki and Takashi [33] and elliptic plates were treated by Lobitz, Nayfeh and Mook [34]. 
Wu and Vinsion [86] investigated the influence of large amplitudes, transverse shear deformation 
and rotatory inertia on lateral vibrations of transversely isotropic plates. 

Vendhan and Das [35] investigated the non-linear vibration of plates by the application of 
Raylegh Ritz and Galerkin methods to the Von-Karman equation, expressed in terms ofthe three 
displacement variables, governing the non-linear dynamic behaviour of thin elastic plate. It was 
seen that the Rayleigh-Ritz approximation are consistently better than the Galerkin approximation, 
which however, tend to be equally good after a few terms. It was also noted that the above two 
aproximations are idential for a linear problems and the difference between them is solely due to 
non-linearity, even though they tend to ultimately converge to a common value. J. Ramchandran 
[ 134] studied the free vibration of rectangular plates carrying concentrated mass . 

The large amplititude free flexural vibrations of thin elastic anisotropic skew plates were 
studied by Prathap and Vardhan [36]. They used Von-Karman field equations in which the govern
ing non-linear dynamic equations are derived in terms of the stress-function and the lateral dis
placement. Clamped boundary conditions are chosen and in-plane edge conditions considered are 

· either immovable or movable. Solutions are obtained by Galerkin method. The relationship be
tween amplitude and period of frequency was shown to exhibit a hardening type non-linearity, 
irrespective of the boundary conditions. skew angle, angle 'of fiber oreientation or aspect ratio. 

Non-linear transverse vibrations of elastic orthotropic shells were investigated by Nowinski 
[37] using Von Karman-Tsien equations, generalized to dynamic and orthotropic case. A sharp 
decrease of the period of non linear vibrations with an increase in amplitude was corroborated the 
mode pattern influencing the period more than the degree of anisotropy. 

B.R.EI. Zaouk and C.L.Dym [38] studied the effect of curvature, meterial orthotropy and 
internal pressure upon the non-linear vibtarions of shallow shells. 



Nath, Mahrenholtz and Varma [39] investigated the non linear response of a doubly curved 
shallow shell on an elastic foundation. They studied the large dynamic response of a doubly curved 
shallow spherical shell of rectangular platform, supported on two parameter elastic subgarde and 
subjected to ul1iformly ·distributed step and sinusoidal loading. 

Hu-Nan-Cim [ 40] investigated the influence of large amplitude of fexural vibrations of a 
thin circular cylindrical shell. Axial body force terms which may be of practical importance are 
included. Non linear periods are obtained for the free vibration case. The numerical results are 
compared with a previous study on flat plates. Nonlinear effects are found to be considerably less 

' . 

manifest in cylinders than in corresponding flat plates. 

Nonlinear equations of motion for a transversely isotropic plate having initial geometric 
imprefection are derived by Lin and Chen [ 41]. The effects of both transverse shear deformation 
and rotatory intertia are included. Equation of motion for a simply supported imperfect plate is 
obtained by performing the Galerkin procedure and solved by Runge-Kutta method. It is found that 
the vibration frequencies are very much dependent on the order of initial amplitude and imperfec
tion. 

A number of investigators analyzed the non linear oscillation of anisotropic plates using 
Von-Karman equations. Yu [ 42]; Yu and Lai [ 43] studied the non linear vibrations of sandwich 
plate. Yu [ 44] investigaed the nonlinear vibration oflayered plates and shells. Hassert and Nowinski 
[ 45], Sathyamoorthy and Pandalai [ 46], Ramachandran [ 47] treated rectangular plates with special 
rectangular orthotrophy. Nowinski [48] analyzed orthotropic circular plates, Sathyamoorthy and 
Pandalai [49] analyzed rectilinear orthotropic skew plates, while Venkateswara Rao, Kanaka Raju 
and Raju [50] used a finite element method, to orthotropic circular plates. Bert [52] investigated the 
nonlinear oscillations of an arbitary laminated rectangular plate. 

Banerjee, Mazumdar and Chanda [54] investigated the non-linear vibrations of elastic plates 
and shell applying the Karman field equations, extended to the dynamic case, these equations in
volved the deflection and membrane stress functions as two dependent variables. As consequence, 
the solutions for almost all problems require considerable computation. But they found that to 
study the non linear dynamic behaviour of plates and shells, Karman equations pose difficulties in 
obtaining the required solution. In such cases other methods may be employed. Berger equation 
may provide acceptable results when the relative amplitudes assumes value less that 2.0. 

Due to very complicated nature of the basic equations governing the motion of a structure 
exhibiting large deflection it has always been a difficult task for investigator to obtain even an 
approximate solution. Attempts have also been made to find ways to ease such problems. Berger 
[55] proposed an alternative method which enabled one to replace the coupled Karman equations 
by simpler set of uncoupled and quasi linear equations. Bergers assumption was based on the idea 
that the second strain invariant in the middle-plane ofthe plate can be neglected wihtout including 
any appreciable error in the solution. However, he did not put forward any physical justification 
for this assumption. 

Following this idea J. Nowinski [57], S.N.Sinha [58] studied the large deflection analysis 
of plates. Later this technique was extended to the dynamic case by Nash and Mooder [59]. Since 
then this method has been followed by different authors [60-65] for the analysis and dynamic 
behaviour of plates exhibiting large deflections. 

Nash and Mooder [59] extended the Berger method to a dynamic case. M.M.Banerjee with 
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his co-workei·s published a large numbel· of papers [65-67] based on Berger's hypothesis. Most of 
their works arc related to the problem ~.:onccrning the variation of thickness of plates and shells.· 
Neglecting in-plane· intcrtia Nash and Mooder [59] Hhowed that the use of such equation for sitp- ··· 
ply-supported plates yeilds results which are in excellent agreement with those obtained frori1 
Ka~man equations. S.Das and B.Banerjee [68] investigated the damped oscillations of moderatly ,· 
thick plntcs or arbitary shapes. They used the concept of "Lines of Equal Deflection". 

M.M. Banetjee and S. Chanda [69] investigated the large deflections ofthin plats ofarbi~ 
trary shape placed on elastic foundation and subjected to both uniform and concentrated load ~t · ·· 

,_: 

the centre as well. They followed Berger's method in conjunction with the method of"Constant ... ·· 
Deflection Contour Lines''. Norllinear free vibratiqns and thermal buckling of a elastic rectangular_·:· .. ·· 
plate at elevated temperature has been analyzed by P.Biswas [87]. The analysis was based on · 
Berger approximation. S.Datta [70] analyzed the large deflection of clamped circular plate on el~s- ·. :;· 
tic foundation under non-uniform but symri1etricalloads, following Berger's approximate method. ;' . 
Here the deflections are obtained in the form of an infinite series involving Bessel functio~. S.Dutta: :;: >· . 

[71] again investigated the lat·ge amplitude free vibrations of irregular plates placed on elastic . ' . 
foundation by intr;oducitig conformal mapping technique and Galerkin method .. 

,t'·' 

Berger's technique was extensively used till Nowinski and Ohanbe [72] examined Be~ger . 
equation critically and initiated the criticism on the free hand application of these euqations. They· 
observed that the method may lead to grave inaccuracies and even become meaningless if the edge: 
of the plate is free to move in iir-pla11e directions. Lee,Blotter and Yen [73] found that ·the errors· .. 
introduced by applying the Berger's hypothesis to a clamped circular plate, depend on Poisson is·~ 
ratio and the ratio of the radius to the thickness of the plate. Moreoverthey found that the ertor is··. 
minimized when the Poisson's ratio increases. Huang and Al-Khattat [74] showed that for radially .. 

. restrait1ed circular plates, solutions base don Berger's hypothesis 1\re accurate at low amplitude buf ·. 
the .accuracy decreases as the amp! itude increases. Moreover they foimd that Berger hypothesi~· \s . 
entirely unsuitable for plates with moveable edges. Banerjee [75] while· dealing with the larg~ · 
ainplitude vibmtions ofnonuniforn1rectangular plates; observed that the value ofthe "relative time .. 
period ( rionlinear and lii1ear ) differ from what has been calculated by Bouer [76] by approxi-:: · 
mately · 2% for unit relative ampitude. ln an attempt to explore some limitation on the use of 
Berger equation'> for large amplitude vibrations of thin elastic plau!s Ba.nerjee and Sarker [17]: 
further observed that the acceptability of Berger's hypothesis 111ay be restricted. to the cases elf 
clamped square and circular plates with immovable edges, and to some extent to simply supported 
cir~ulat· or rectangular plates having smaller aspect ratio. They stiggcsted that Berger's method · 
r:nay be restricted t~ circular and rectangular plates: and to some extent to skew plates with smaller 
skew angles for damped immovable edge conditions. Banerjee and Das [78] aimed at finding a 
fev;r points in suppmt of Berger equation without rejecting them totally. They suggested to be 
cautious against the freehand application of this method. Mention may also be made regarding tqe 

· relative exactness of Berger's technique as studied byYendhan [79], by Prathap and Vardan (80] 
and by l>rathap [81 ]. 

Sinharay et.al. [82) proposed some modification ofBerger's approximation by expressing 
the total potential energy expression due to bending and streching of the middle surface of a plate 
or shell in a different way. They preferred to replace e

1 
by a new expression without rejecting it 

totally. The idea is novel one but the limit of its accm~tcy is yet to be established. For, like Berger;'s. 

. . . . I 

·· ... 
. . ·. 
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hypothesis, it lacks in providing with a rigorous physical justification. A simple application of the 
hypothesis prol.'osed by Sinharay has been made by Banerjee et.al. [83] to test its validity. The 
method was aplied to the problem of finding the temperature effect on the dynamic response of 
shallow spherical shells. The findings are not very encouraging. Rather. one ofthe vital equations 
in Ref. [8~] appeared to be fallacious denying the c1aim of the accuracy of the new approach, at 
least on the basis of the very problem treated in Ref. [83]. Moreover, Banerjee et.al. [83] observed 
that assumption of a certain parameter less than unity appeared to be impractical when the radius 
of the base circle of the spherical shell is large enough compare! to the thickness ofthe shell whereas 
the authors of Ref. [82] have assumed values of the parameter less than unity. Taking into consid
eration the different options expressed by authors working on this method it may be stated that 
Berger method, simpliest of all the existing ones for the analysis of vibrating struCtures, cannot be 
discarded altogether. Its applicability may be restricted to the cases of clamped square and circular 
plates with immovable edge. There is every scope that the deficiency in Berger's method can be 
overcome and it will then be applied to all possible cases of structures with various boundary 
conditions. Further studies which deal with membranes, shells of different shapes, flat plates, spin
ning disks, spinning membranes have been citied in Ref. [88-1 05]. 

Mazumdar [ 19, 137--139] put forward a new method to solve the problems of elastic plates 
of arbitrary shape. The method as it was termed is "Constant Deflection Contour" method. Mazumdar 
with his ~a-workers published a series of papers [ ICJ .J 1'"5'1- 13:9 ] on linear vibration of plates 
and shells utilizing this technique. The outstanding feature of this method is that it is entirely 
independent of the shape of the plate. Using this method, Jones, Mazumdar and Fu-Pen-Chiang 
[ 1 06] investigated the vibrations of plates under various boundary and load conditions. As illustra
tions, the case of circular plate clamped on one part of its boundary and simply - supported on the 
remainder and the case of clamped elliptical plate under elliptical line loading, have been dis
cussed. A simple method for the analysis of the elastic-plastic bending of plate~ of arbitrary shape 
was developed by Jain and Mazumdar [107]. The procedure was based upon the concept of 
"Constant Deflection Contour" method. Again Mazumdar and Bucco [108] analyzed the trans
verse vibrations of shells of visco-elastic material under arbitray time - dep~ndent load. Banerjee 
[I 09] developed an idea of extending the " Constant Deflection Contour" method to the non-linear 
analysis of plates vibrating at large amplitudes. 

· The present thesis is based on this idea and !twill be followed in all problems considered in 
this thesis. The details of the method needs a separate chapter to explain the procedure of deriving 
the basic equations as well as the method of finding their solutions. [See chapter III] 
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Chapter- II 

NON LINEAR THEORY OF ELASTICITY 
When an elastic body undergoes deformation under the action of external forces stresses 

and strains arc developed within the body. The state of stress at a point within the body is specified, 
at most by nine components of stress.ln the linear theory the strains in the middle surface are 
neglected in which the deflections arc small compared with the thickness of the plate. If one wishes 
to study the exact analysis of the non linear theory of plates he may be refe1~d to the Donnel's work 
Ill() l- The relations between the strains and displacement may be put as r II 0]. 

~ 

in which higher powers and products of the displacements involving£ have been omitted. We will 

confine our attention to cases where both the strains and deflections slopes~~v and%": are small 
compared to unity: and in general, for plates used in mechanics and siructmes thee{llow~ble strains 
and ddlection slopes are very small compared tp unity. It is imp011ant to note that for the membrane 

. I . I. k uu ~Jv ux d rJv . b I . . ) . I part of t 1e stram terms 1 ·e ux . r)v • rjv an ;JXare 1mportant, ut t 1e terms·mvo vmg t 1e squares. 
or product of themselves will be negligible, while tl~e flexural strain terms like~ (u!~i) are very 
small compared to the principal flexural terms like~. Similar arguments may be pre~€nfud for the 

. . . . (()!\'\ Aw) ~ . 2 • • • ommJssJon of terms like ux) \dX and ter-m contammg z . Moreover the denvatJOn ofthe stram-

6 



displacement relations is based on Love-Kirchhoffhypothesis (i.e .. the linear filaments of the plate 
initially perpendicular to the middle surface remain straight and perpendicular to the deformed 
middle surtace and sutler no extensions). With these assumption and aproximations. the total strains 
in the layer of the plate parallel to and a distance z from the middle surtace, they can be written as 

where the terms withintii,W- bracket being constants with respect to 'z' are membrane strain and· 
the last terms containing the factor 'z' are flexural strains. 

Stress- Strllill Rellltions : 

For isotropic materials the elastic stress-strain relations or Hook's Law have been found from ex
periments to be. in general, as : 

E~ = f (0:- ~Oi- .£a;:) 

6~ = f Ccr-- =fa;_-- -f o;:) 

e~ ==i(a;-£o;-£~) 

----- -[!-·~ 



But for plane stress. i.e .. when 0 x' () Y and () xy are assumed to be uniform over the thickness and () z' 

() xz' 0 yz are every wh~re zero, the relations given by [2.3] wi II then reduce to 

e:" =-t (a;- _-fCJ() 

Ed-= t Ca; -fa;:) 

a:-== (~i·) (€,. +t€'1) 
CJ; _ E. . (E(!+2fEx) 

(J (1-2f:~.) 

For the case of plane strain, i.e., when ez = 0, equation ( 2.3 ) will then become 

U· == -v (CJ; + ·a;) 
7: 

€ ~ - l-"25'.: (a;- 2f" cr;-) 
... .• g \.' 1-"21" 

6,., :::: 1-'21,.. fa-:-- ?[ a:.-) 
a e'-:t t=?? X. 

:; 2[1+~] 
E/(1-"15'") 

Principle of Virtut1/ Work : 

In obtaining the solutions of elastic; _·problems energy principles and variational methods 
play an important role. It will be seen later that the governing differential equations are direct 
consequences of the minimisation of the energy expressions associated with the structure con
cerned. The method is termed as ·variational method' since it is based on calculus of variation. The 

4. 
basis of·calculus ofvariation' is the ·principle of virtual work' enuncited by the great mathemati-
cian John Bernouli in 1717, -""If under the action of a certain force a pa1ticle undergoes an arbitrary 
small disph1cement, called a virtual displacement and ifthe pa1ticle retains its condition of equilib
rium then the total workdone by the force is zero." 



Sint:l! the principl~ o!'viytul work is VI.!I'Y comnwn in every sphen.: of mathematics we would 
better lcav~ it h~:r~: and carry out thl.! r~:quired i11athemati~.:al operations without giving much empha-
sis Oil the theor)· of•' ' 'the principle. 

•. . . . 

1.\!t us denote the total workdone against the nllltual actions between the particles in an 
elastic body ClliC. to tf1e Vii1Ual displacements OU,OV,OW, by OV, where Oli,OV,OW are the displace- ·, 
ments parallel to the axes of a Cartesian system of coordinates wih respect to a certain origin; then .. 
the total ,~;ork done by the mutual actions is -'6Y. · · · · 

lfth~re be forces applied at the boundary of the bo~y Jll}.d ifX,Y, z be the components oft£e. • 
body forces along the, x.y,z directions respectively, and X,Y,Z be the component of the boundry · ·. 
forces per unit area then the work d?i1e by them. .· . . . 

w :. fJ]'cx bu.+Y~\i+Z b141)&.,cd.<fct~ 
+ Jf(X btt·t-Y cS"-r~ G~)ctA. 

ciA being the eleinentai·y area and the integration being taken over the pa1;t of the bolmdary surface: 
of the body. 011 whichclisplacements are not prescribed. It is impm1ant to note herethat the pat1 ~f · · 
the surface \vhcre forces are prescribed is the same as the part where displace1~1ents are not pre-' 
scribed. We may· assume futther that the external forces are constants during the viitual displace-
ment. when \ve put· · · · · . · 

8(V~W) ='= 0 --------~-----.:-~~--~-.:- [ 2 .. 7 ] · ·.· :. 
.· . 

: :·' 

Pt•in.cipl~ i1f Miniinum Potcnth11 Ene~gy and Principle of Complementary Energy : 

The expression ( V--W ), consi~tingofV, the potential energy~(def~rmation,; and -W, the' .. · 

; '" ·. 
, ': 

., ',. 

; ', ,· 

pt1tehtial cnei·gy of the extei·nal forces is called the 'Potential En erg)'' of the system; For stable' " 
t~qtiilibrium it can be sho\vn tlu1t the total potential energy of the system is .positive, hence in this . 
case the ttltal potential energy oftl~e system is a ininimum. This is the pi-inciple of minimum pote.il-· . 
tial energy. · · · · · · 

' '. 

In case of:l\iibrating plate there is ail additional energy, the Kinetic Enei·gy. lfwe denote it 
by T then we can form the Lagrangiati . . · · 

L:: T-lJ. U is the potential energy--~--------------------- [2.8]. 

Applyillg Hamilton's principle we can further show that the H1~miltoniaii 
H , ... T t U ::the total energy 

'•. 

.. ::. 

',·-' 

- . . . : . 

I r the potential energy is independent of velocities ( i.e., it1dcpehclent of u,v,w.) reniains 
positive. since by defination, "1". the kinetic energy is positive definite. 

Instead of varying the displacements from those at equilibrium, one ·may want to vary the 
stress cohipoi1ents. If ocr , '6q ,·8cr be the small variations it1 the stress com]Jonents cr cr cr··. · 

' . . X. ., -.y . . . 1'..' y' "' 
respectJ\\!]y, then the change 111 the stram energy per unit thickness ofthe plate may be written a!1 

~.;rr == JJctC~'o; +o;~a; -'o;~o;---vt1i~a:;)+-l!; o; ~o;;Jd.A r;.·9J 
q 



The body forces being given external forces, remain unchanged but on that part of the boundary 
where surface forces are not prescribed, corresponding to the variation of stress components, there 
will be some variation in the boundary surface forces. In this case also it can be seen that the 
variation of the total energy 'n ' is zero, i.e., 

Where V* isthe strain energy per unit thickness of the plate and W* is the work done by the bound
ary-surt:1ce torces. The expression n is called the Complementary Energy ofthe system. We have 
seen in the case of potential energy, the same deduction may be made and we may conclude that 
"tor all stress satisfying the equilibrium conditions in the interior and on the part ofthe boundary 
surface where the surface forces are prescribed, the stresses which satisfy the compatibility equa
tions, are such that the complementary energy assumes a satisfactory value". Note that we have 
imposed the restriction on the stresses to satisfy the compatibility equations for the deduction of 
equation ( 2.1 0 ) depends on this restriction. 

Deductio11 of Equatio11 of Equilibrium am/ Bou11dary Cmulitimrs: 

Let us consider a plate of thickness 'h '. The mid-plane of the plate is given by z = 0 and the two 
surfaces are denoted by S 

1 
and S

2
, defined by z = %- and z = -~ , respectively. 

Hence forth we shall be mainly concerned with plane-stress only. Accordingly, we consider the 
total strain energy 

-R,/2. 

v =llf(a;€,. +~€~ + ~ €~&zJ.A [2·i!] 

--Rf2. 

combining equation ( 2.9) and ( 2.4 ). Using the stress-strain relations given by ( 2.4) to express the 
strains in terms of stresses, or the stresses in terms of strains equation ( 2.11 ) may be written as 

~.?J-

v " iE fJ f co;-2.-to;a; +a; +2-{i-1-25)0: Jckcl.A r:~.·tY 
ft _..Jtj;t, 

c~·~iJ . 

Replacing the strains in the expression ( 2.11 ) and taking the first variation ofthe strain energy one 
can write 

IO 



We shall now preform the integration with respect to z first and introduce the stress resultants N , 
X 

N , N and moment intensity M , M , M respectively. defined by 
~"'J "''I 1CJ 

~~ 

N x. .-. sa;; ch -= -R.o;;;, 
-.JV:z. 

-«~~ 

N'<t =' sa; d'i == -Ro;, 
-"o/z-

..JV'1--

M,._ ,_ J a;- ;z k 
-"o/~ 

--R-J'/J 

M~ "'J C) ;! c:h 
--1tJ'].; 

II 



Where the symbol N, represents forces per unit length in the x-direction, Nv in they-direction and 
N :=: N is a force in the xy-direction. Similarly M , M and M_ represent the moments per unit 
~~ ~ X Y MY 

length in the respective directions as shown in the figure J 

~· 
,.. a Nll'j 

N.c 

Figure/ : Stress and moment resultants for a rectangular plate. 

Q.x 

< 

Figurel: Stress resultants and moments 

For practical purpose we may write N.Jtl = N
1
x..and equation ( 2.9) may be replaced by 

I~ 



_ ~M o:vb~ 4 N r}.5"+ ow -o ~1.6) 
?t':f ox ot ~ \"or o(f Of . 

- M L ' 0
} &xcid' [z:r6] ~ 0 (J'J.o 

IfFx., F~ and F-z. be the components ofthe external forces acting in the directions ofx, y and z axes 
respectively then the vittual workdone is given by 

b C•>w" = _ JJ (~ hu + F~ (v +~ b'w)ctsJ.~ [.e·J'fj 

st 

where S
1 

is that pa1t of the side boundary where the external forces are prescribed 

U:::: tt-:!ot.& 
OX / 

u.v,w being the displacement componentsofthe middle surface ~fthe plate. 

[z:18] 

Considering the load intensity 'p' the principle ofvi1tual work for the present problem (for. 
simplicity we are, for the time being, avoiding the expression for the kinetic energy associated with 
the motion of the plate) may be put in the following form 

(3 



_ jJCF,.bu +~ ~v+ F., bw)cl.s&, 

st 

where S denote the mid-surface region of the plate. 
Ill 

Let us introduce the following integrals. 

~/w 

N~ = f~ch 
--?vj!J., 

~f:z., 

Mx£ "'f F,_l!J~ 
-~~ 

ttr 

~/'k 

M :1.! == f F1 'lch 

--?./~ 



The first variation of the potential ofthe applied forces, including the load intensity 'p', 

corresponding to equation ( 2.17 ) may be written as 

~(o)w* - -s~ b'"'".tu!t + JJN.r c;u.-,(c£s + 1J N-v/u.,J.s 
5?n St S1 

where u and u. are the in-plane displacements of the boundary of the plate in directions normal 
u s . 

and tangential respectively to the boundary ( Figure 2.3 ). Nu is taken as positive in compression as 
shown in Fig-3 

' I 

'1' 
J! 

Fig 3 : Boundary loading on the plate segment 

If the direction cosines ofthe normal (drawn outward) be ( l,m,o) i.e., I= cos(x;l$) and 
m = cos(y.~). we can write 

The displacements along the normal and tangential directions may be put 

t~ '7 lu + mv, us = -mu + lv --- - - ----------- ---- - ( 2.23) 

With the above notations we can express 

15" 

1 115863 
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Aeso N ?.-I :::: ( f N'lf - -an N-»'5) ;;:= ,f_ N + tm N X ,c.d 

N(J-1 = ( m N"Jf + £ N :»s) 

or, N . a-1 ::: (12. Nx~ + N<17n) 
[2:2,5] 

- - -
M :;>" M .f + M "m '2f' · x-i 'JV / 

-

Finally we introduce the transverse shear forces of plate theory 

~i = Qx ~ + Q(f?n 

~X .:=- oM:rr + otvr'X'it 
ox -0~ 

G!(J :::: -oM~ + oM,_'t t:z:uJ 
o 'cf O:;L-
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We are how in a position to utili"se the·extermization process and to. apply Green's ~~eo;reb,: so loi1g 
as the du imcl dv are involved in the integrals in the following equation obtaineq from relatiot1s, · 
given by eqiiation:s ( 2.16 ) .:. ( 2.28). ·. · ·· . · · ·· ;. · ' . 
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Combining l:quations ( 2.16 ) and( 2.21 ) Wl: may rewrite for thl: total potential energy variation": ,: 

. ·~ : 



+ N co~rA. + o~tt + o~ 'o~w +~_Lb~ \ 
1l~ O'J- ox "'();t 04 c ~ ox ) 

_ ZM '?Tb~- +N~(o~'!+o!.V ~~tc-)-MCI~ b:fd.xJ.~ 
"'t ox o~ to~ Of ~ -a~2- ~ 

_If p ~t<> J.,. J.;j + J N21 ~ u. >f &qj N >fs ~u.5 Js"' 0 lJ·~ 

We now perform the line integrals considering the equilibrium of the plate element and the nota
tions defined earlier. 

~-if- _ === _ \liroNx. +oN"-' 1 ~u. + (oN"'1 _..oN:~\~""' 
s Jj Ll-ox o~ 'j ox ~) 

+ {o~M)(.. + 2_.'o~M,..1 + o~M'I + o (Nx. ow) 
ox~J.. oxo~ 0~~ ox ~ 

+ _Q_ (N o"') +£_ (N ~)+.£-(Nt~)..f.. p}bL\) lJ.x~ 
O(J ;c,(f ~ ox "-;j O'if ' 0'( ~ ~ 

+feN,+ N,) b tt.>fJ.s + s( N,.., + N,.s) ~ ~ <ls . 

r r 

-_ fM ~a¢ &.s + r (Qll" + .Q_ M"Jf.s + Nlf ~ + N "~ _ \ ~kicls j r 2>(;~ j l ~5 o~ :Vs o.S) 
r r 

- (M bttJ~ ::::. 0 
- "lfS / . t 2,"3e) 
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The last expression accounts for corners in the boundary. Considering the condition of equilibrium, 
one may deduce from equation [ 2.30 J 

0 

-- 0 

The mechanical boundary conditions are obtained fonn the remaining line integrals on the bound
ary 

Either: N =- N or u is specified ------------------ - -- ( 2.34 ) 
u u 

Either N =- N or u is specified------- ---- - ---- - - - ( 2.35 ·) 
US US() S 

Either M == 0 or ~ is specified - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - ( 2.36 ) 
·" dv 

Either 

~ -+ 0 M~.s N 'or.v N bt.V 0 
,r os + ?r b'2r + zrs "'S = 

or w is specified---------------------------- ( 2.37) 

The last term in equation ( 2.30 ) which accounts for the corners, indicates 

At discontinuties [ M"sow] = 0 ---------------------- ( 2.38) 

Equation ( 2.3 I - 2.33 ) together with the geometrical boundary conditions constitute the problem 
for a flat plate in large deflection. . 
With proper transformations. we can get the mechanical boundary conditions otherwise 

On the boundary, C
1 

: 
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We shall now establish the stress resultant displacement relations from equation ( 2.15 ) after per
. forming the necessary integrations and expressing them in terms of partial derivatives ofthe three 
displacements u, v, was : 



[z·~tU] 

[:l-: lf5] 

3 

~e D c~ !=-ft- , ~ :re~u.nJ. ..-'al.&t.td' ~ -- 12 (f-?5,.) 

~ c == 
E~ 

J ~ e~~ ~iatd.it<t 
~~ (1-i,.) 

Now introducing the Airy's stress function F defined by 

==-~ 
:t:m 

==- _ --R-_o_y_F __ 

'Ox o0 

_ compatible with equations ( 1.30 ) and ( 2.31 ). 

We can now express the membrane strains[~ . E . E 1 in terms of membrane stress ( <J , <J , 
. xm yru xym .'\Ill ym 

<J ) and e(jUate the san1e in terms of displacements and Airy's stress function in the followi-ng 
XV111 

fm:m: 



-r;.,(t+-~) o"'F -- f_.g, 0')(. 0~ 

. 0'1- 0.,. - 0?--
J\pplying the operators· ~~ ~ : , d?C"bi to the first, second and third of the above equations, 
respectively and adding them together, in order to eleminate u and v one obtains 

Further assuming that the thickness of the plate is constant. and combining equation ( 2.33 ) with 
1-!quations ( 2.40 ) - ( 2.45 ) one can write 

l:quation ( 2.4S ) and ( 2.49 ) are the well known Von Kaniuu1 plate equations. 
The equation ( 2.48 ) is known as the 'compatibility equation' and the equation ( 2.49 ) is the 
equation of equilibrium in the direction of the z axis. these equations hencef011h will be termed as 
Kaniw11 equations. These Kan1uu1 equations may be written in a simplified form by introducing the 
non linear operator 0C . defined by 



4-
VF 

4 
f) \7 w 

The above two equations are the governing equations for thin plates at large deflections under a 

static load. However. they may be extended to a dynamic case by changing p by~_~~~) 

While deducing the governing differential equations tor a dynamic case, we shall consider the 
kinetic energy ofthe plate. given by 

In this case we shall have to minimize the integral 

when the integral is obtained by combining equations (2 .29) and ( 2.53 ). The equations of equilib
rium will thus be transformed to 

2-3 
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Thcsecquations art~ cqulvitidiHt~ cqtlatiOI1s ( 2.31 )~ (2.33) for tl~estatic cas~ differing only b;th~>_:: :: 
im~rt ia terms on the ri.ght hand. side. I I' we neglect thc'inel·tia in the plane orth~ plate i.e., if we set tl1e · : 

. rig.llt hand sick or d1untions ( ~.55.) and ( 2.56 ) to zero. the resulting cquatio;1s will thbnbc 
transt'ornh!d to .... :_r 

· ... . '·-~-. :·· 
., ::. 

r~sgj'·.·~· 

These ;lrL' the ~on~ming dlllercntial equations for thin plates at hirgc amplitudes. The clctlccdon 
l'uncl inn ". is dcpcndt.:11t on the space coordinates as well as on th~: time. It _is important to note that 

_ I ilL: l<~;id ·p· tll:ty hL· unilill'lll. eoncentnill:d at a point or-distributed over a segment ortlw plate: it 
may be ck·pendcnt or independent or time. as for example. in case of forced vibration, p becon1es 
runctiun or time. 
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A Gcnaral Discussion 

In the linear theories of motion of bodies. deflections are assumed to be small in compari
son with the plate thickness. But in most practical cases this basic assumption is nolonger valid, 
instead the deflections have the orcier of the magnitude of the plate thickness. Hence. derivation of 
goveminrg differential equaiions considering iarge detiections needs special attention in such analyS:L5 

·. In general Karman type filed equations are employed for almost all types of structures. 

The paucity of literature conceming non linear ( large amplitude ) vibration analysis, 
probably, due to the fact that the two basic Von Karman field equations extended to the dynamic 
case, involve the deflection and stress functions in a coupled form. Moreover, these equations are 
offomth order, posing analytical problems and necessitating a numerical approach. Several meth
ods are available to investigate such problems and thereby elucidate non linear response for some 
simpler cases. For one type of method the analytical difficulties are overcome by using modem 
high speed computers and finite elements or finite differences. Yet, classical approach is still 
preferable, even for some approximate svlution, wher;.,ever pvssible • 

The basic equations for free flexural vibrations of rectangular elastic plates have been 
explicitily discussed by G. Hermann (21) These equations are Karman type equations extended to · · 
the dynamic case. Chu arid Herman studied the influence oflarge amplitude on free flexural vibra
tion of rectangular plates with hinged immovable edges, by applying Herman's theory. Approxi- · 
mate solution for the nonlinear response of rectangular plate to sinusoidal acoustic pressure were 
obtained by Kirchman and Greenspon (17) by using the static load-deflection relations previously 
obtained . Eringen ( 18) studied vibrations of strings and bars exhibiting large vibrations . During 
the last thirty years, several problems of practical interest have been investigated by different au
thors using different apprpaches. Laminated isotropic and orthotropic plates or sandwiched plates 
have also gained impm1ance during this period. 

Due to the very complicated nature of the basic equations goveming the motion of a struc
ture exhibiting large deflections , it has always been a difficult task for an investigator to obtain an 
approximate solution. Attempts have also been made to find ways to ease such problems .Berger 
[55] proposed an altemative method which enable one to replace the coupled Karman equations by 
a simpler set of uncoupled and quasi-linear equations. Following this novel idea authors [56.57,58] 
studied the large deflection analyses of plates. This technique was extended to the dynamic case by 
different authors for the anaJtis of static and dynamic behaviour of plates exhibiting large deflec
tions. Berger's assumption was based on the idea that the second strain invariant in the middle 
plane of the plate can be neglected without inducing any appreciable error in the solution. However 
, he didnot ':"Efi.ve·: . ·any physical justification for this assumption. This technique was extensively 
used till Nowinski[72] examined Berger's equations critically and initiated the criticism on the 
fl-eehand application of these equations . However, this method may be applied to some specific 
problems with some limitations [78] . 

Sinharay and Baneijee [82] tried to improve Berger's approach to the solutions of large 
amplitude vibrations of mthogonal plates with some modification of Berger's hypothesis. But like 
Berger's one this method lacks in providing with the rigorous physical justification. 

·. ,._ . 
:.:'· 



Most of the investigations employed Galerkin approximation as a tool for the nonlinear 
analysis of vibration of plates and shells but it has been observed by Vendhan [53] that the first 
order Galerkin approximation may involve substantial error in the case of plates with unrestricted 
boundary conditions. Moreover Bayeles et. ak [l'to] have pointed out inadequacy of a first order 
Galerkin approximation to the solution ofinplane equilibrium or ofthe compatibility equation. 

The Rayleigh -Ritz meihod has now becutue a versatile method for obtaining the approxi
mate solutions of vibrational problems in solid mechanics though the Galerkin method has a wider 
applicability the one term Rayleigh Ritz approximation yields better resuits compared to the former 
one. But it remains wide open to justify the validity of a method lflerely on the basis of a one tem1 
approximation. Yet we have no alternative for the increase of just one term more in the approxima-

. tion series which will multiply the mathem.atical and computational labour considerably.Vendhan .. 
and Das [35] have made a nice comparative study bet\.yeen the Rayleigh Ritz method and Galerkin 
method, Investigating on the nonlinear vibrfitions oftritingulai and rectangular plates, the authors 
ofRef[l'tt) have discussed the nature ofRayleigh-Ritz approximation based on the variational for· 
mutation and the Galerkin approximation based on minimi~tion of the error fimction. Presenting 
the numerical results for convergence of the relative time periods of the nonlinear and linear vibra
tions for triangular and rectangular plates of orthotropic materials for various aspect ratios, they 
have shown that the Rayleigh Ritz approximation is consistently better than the Galerkin·approxi
mation but they become equally good after a few tenns. It has further been observed that the results 
obtained from both the methods approach the true value from the opposite sides of it. In fact this is 
what is expected from the Rayleigh Ritz method for the approximation is associated with a paten- · 
tial energy formutation corresponding to a stiffer structure . On the other hand Galerkin approxi
mation which turns out to be an upper bound to the true value for a given lateral displacement · 
corresponding to a more flexible structure. The bounding property of the Galerkin approximation 
may be the characteristic of the constrained in paine edge condition and the single mode expres
sion for the deflection function. However, the observation that the modified nonlinear equations 
gives a less stiff model than the Rayleigh Ritz method may be considered to be of general signifi- · 

. cance. 

The expression for defining the transverse deflections and ·in plane displacements are often . 
assumed as polynomials in space co-ordinates, or., in terms of trigonometric series. The proper 
choice of the coordinate functions is ·very imortant ·for obtaining good accuracy. For example. 
Vendhan 's [l.lt-<-J investigation into the n<'n linear vibrations of thin plates including. inplane inertia 
effects reveals that sometimes polynomial expressions for the displacement functions may be found 
to be good enough for obtaining good accuracy . Leis sa [Ill] making on extensive survey on th~ 
free vibrations of rectangular plate has shown that the percent difference ofthe 36- terms solution 
for eigen-frequency from the single term Rayleigh Ritz solution with respect to the. first term solu
tion is negative indicating that the one term solution is more exact than the 36- term solution. 

' ' 

Besides the methods discussed above, several methods based on computer application are 
being used to analyze the vibration problems. Finite Elements method is now regarded as one ofth~ 
most powerful method for problems on structural and continum mechanics[H.3l·.·· · . 

. Using Karman type field equations for solution of plate: problems having uncommon 
~undaries is a· difficult task and a more complicated one when geometrical< non-linearities ar~ 
involved. . .} . -
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Recently a new idea has been put forward by B.tllt>rjee [I 09] to study the dynamic respome 
of structures of arbitar_y shapes based on "'Constant Deflection Contour" method. The method has 
been previously developed by MazumdQr [t3'f-1~]. Further application ofthis method has been 
made by Majumder and others. [ I 06-108, 115, 116 ]. However the application of this method has 
been restricted to linear analysis only. 

The present thesis aims at extending this method to the nonlinear analysis of plates vibrat
ing at large amplitudes. It begins with a review oft he basic ideas developed hy Banerjee (I 09]. The 
analysis carried out in this thesis may readily be applied to other geometrical structures and as a 
by- product, the static deflection is also obtainable. A combination of the ' constant Deflection 
Contour' method and the Galerkin procedure is employed. The numerical results obtained, are in 
excellent agreement with tl~ose from previous studies. Application of the present analysis to struc
tures with complicated geometry is in progress. 

Some preliminary Remarks about the constant Deflection contour Method : 
. . ~ . s . . ' 

The fundamental concept ofthe contant deflection contour n·,etliod may be bc:;t explained 
by considering transverse vibrations of plate, referred to a system of orthogonal coordinates oxyz. 
for which oz · is the transverse direction ( positively downward ). The horizontal plane oxy coin- · 
cides with the middle plane of the plate. Such a plate is either statically deflected, vibrating freely 
or forced to vibrate, all due to normal static or dynamic loads. When the plate vibrates in a normal 
mode, then at any instant t, the intersections between the deflected surface · 
and the parallels z = constant will ;ield contours which after projection onto z = 0 surface are a set ar 
level curves, u(x,y) =constant, called the "Lines of Equal Deflection", which are iso-amplitude ... 
contours. The boundary of the plate, irrespective of any combinations of support, is also a simple 
closed curve Co belonging to the family of lines of Equal Deflections Cu. As defined by Mazumde,r · . 

. [13'8]; the f~.,.i.~- of non-intersecting curves may be denoted by Cu for O<u<u*, so that Co (u = 0) 
is the boundary and C conieides with the point (s) at which the maximum u = u* is obtained 

. u . -

.· :···· 

... ~. 

' .. ·\ .. , .·~ 



Gljvemiug I Basic Equatious: 

A different apporach will be utilised in establishing the goveming equations to that used by .r.1f.!£-U"'J$~ 
[1:8•7]. We c01_1sid~r a thin elastic p_late which ~i~Jrates with a moderately large am~litude in_ the 

transverse drrectton, under the actron of an umtorm load p. The usual procedure rs to consrder 
Kanilai1 type field equations extended to the dynamic case . ·. 

D v 4w • -:_ ri Ct=, tAj) + r + ~IN,i;t-
. ·' . ,·.· .... - '. ,'; .. 

. 4- . 
V F·-

,_., 

,. 
in which the flex~ral rigidity. D and. twb dimensional Laplacian. oper8tor V 

T '~ ·, ' 

'~- .. 

are defined hv .. 

with h the thickness of plate, E Young's modulkS,. ~ the uniforin normal load. f the material 
density, w the deflection function and F the Airy stress function. In addition a suffix is taken as an 
indication of partical differentitltion with respect to the implied variable and the operator r:l:, 
is defined. by .- .:·:<. 

c£ CI,J) -

As an altemative to the derivatiori of the· subsequent equations directly from basic equations. as· 
done byM"-1-1U11cl.o•riT31-l3!Jwe will establish them dir:ectly from the above equations by introducing· 
the concept of constant defle.ction coi1tour lines. 

. - . 

It should be noted here -tl~at the use-of the stress function is equi~ent to disregard of i~tertia 
terms in the equations ofinplane motiOtlS ofthe pm1icles ofthe plate. This assumption is legitimate 
when the oscillations priinarily. take place in the trarisverse direction, perpendicular to the middle 
plane of the plate.-- We choose the deflectioi1 function and the stress function in the separable fonn 

·;..· 

W (-;c~ ~ iJ ~:-~(x; :t) -~-l" (t) 
. - - ;- _.-:·,-_ _. -"-;,1 < . -.', ,_ .... ·. 

'f= (:;(._. '<t, -t) --~~::·fl~;_i)~o/ (.f.) . 

. -where \jl (t) is ari:ut~know~ ~unction o~time to be determined. Let us 1~1ake the following transfor:- · •. 
. -mations· · . , .• 

' . . :'' ·',. 
'·,. 

·--~g 

·.·- . ... · 



&w W, u. clw - - ~~ -ox ){. 

\·v - u.).-- ,p·w + u. J.w - ~~w ',ex.~ 
)X"'. 

w, :;:::: u. J.w 
~~&; 't 

w - u.'J-- &-""w u. J. w - =':J ~ + ~!11~ ''<!1 

w ~ 
'"'t 

u. ctw u. u. J.,. w 
'1<-'t-& u: + ~~ J~ -a.c-- ; . ete ( u.,Jt= {~) L~·6J 

with transformations examplified by those shown in equations (3.5) and (3.6), equations (3.1) and 
(3.2) are transformed to 



A5 :::: z, ( ~ Lt_., t{ ) . 
. )(X. ~'t .?X>J--

Arc 
"}./ '1--- - 2,-tt u.., u., - u.. ·t.t + lt ~ /XX. ;~ 7~'1 7(. . :7 7(, ~ 7(.1' 

Since equations (3.7) and (3.8) are valid tor all points of the whole domain, it is clear that 

. [3·9'9 

Where the region of integration is taken over the region enclosed by some contour C . To integrate 
~ ~ ~ ll -

equations (3 .8) and (3.9) previous authors have usually employed Green's theorem. However we 
pursue a different approach and change the variables using the general formula 
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rr (> ( u 11 u. - Lt Lt Lt. --------------- ct:w 'd. lo-w -------- J )\...w lc:tSl. 
J J j l 1 

J ~X. .J ~x:A. ·.J ~~ .J ;?~~ ' "'"'"~ CI:i:L cUt."~-, du."""/ 
J21A- Lt. 

= - fo/,(<L){ fo/._ (x, ~)~}du, [3·16] 
# Cu. ..JA; 

[.{. 

Which is a generalisation of<l f(mnula adopted in Ref[! I 5]. Often it has been encountered that the 
con tom integral in ( 3. I 0) turns out to be dependent of u and hence care should be taken to eva I uatc 
first the c·ontom integral to avoid any confusion that may arise from equation (25) of Ref [ 180]. 

On evaluation of integrals ( 3. 9a ) and (3.9b ), they may be fm1her reduced to the forms 

1\ r w tr(t.) tr (~)] === o 
I~ J / /~t 

To avoid the integral appearing in equation (3.11) Mazumdar and others(~ o~] have taken the 
derivative of it making the equation of order four again, viz 
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Equations ( 3.11 ) and ( 3.12) or equations ( 3.12) and ( 3.13 ) form the basic equations governing 
the vibrations of any structure. These equations have been derived without specifying the geometry 
ofthe structure and they may therefore be specialized to deal with any type of geometry. MoreoYer 
( 3.11 - 3.13) f frn a system of ordinary diflerential equations which may be solved for a variety of 
st:-uctures and st:bjected to sever~! fc:-:ns of boundary conditio:1s. 

Method of So/utio11 : . . : . 

. · The method of solution may be considered in a two foldway. 

Considering ( 3.1 1 ) and ( 3. I 2 ) as the basic equations with appropriate boundary condi
tions, it stmts with finding the exact or approximate solution for \jf (t) from eqtiation (3. 1 2). How- . 
ever the exact solution for \jf(t) may only be feasible for linear analysis like what has been followed· •. 
by Mazumder{j37]For non-linear analysis one may has to seek for approximate solution for which·. ·. 
the form of deflection function must be first assumed compatible with the boundary condition, next · 
tosolve for \jf (t) from equation ( 3.12 ) in conjunction with a Galerkin procedure. With this 

· expression of\j/ (t), equation ( 3.11 )or equation ( 3.1 3) will again yield an ordinary time diffhen
. tial equation in combination with the Galerkin procedure. Mathematically, the above steps ma~: be 
· explained in the following way. 

· Let tt.(x,y) = lL be the representative of one of the family of the iso-deflection curves. Then for any· 
. prescribed boundary conditions the deflection function w (u,t) can be assumed to take the form · 

. "1\.-- " ' 

w- · .LAt-w c~)'tv(t) 
. ~::I ' 

F 

••. ·_.k_:;_. 

. . 

Equation (-3.12 ) in c01i1bination with (3.14 ) and ~.15 ) wi II yield · · 

.. F = F (u) ................... : ... :,~·~: .. .' ... ~ .... : ....... · ....... ( 3.16) 
. u... . . · .. ·, . •. . . . 

... ·,•;' . 

... 
. ' . 

SubstiL 1ting this value ofF with U. was in (5.14 ) equation ( 3.11 ) will yield the error function 

' : 

... _.· 
.~-·. 

-~-·- ' . •' .. 

·~· 



rather an approximation. The associated error function may be minimised using Galerkin method .. 
The appropriate or1hogonality condition applied to equation ( 3.17) will yield the following 
··Time Diflerential Equation" 

3 .1- cv (-t) + c, tr(t) + c.z- tv (-t) == .c3 p 
)i-t 

Equation ( 3.18 ) is a Dutling type equation and its solution is well known. Equation ( 3.18) will 
enable one tQ tind the ftequency resp~se for various case in respect of linear and non-linear 
response and fi·ce or forced vibrations. Aditionally, it m~y also be used to determine static deflec
tion In a unifbnn load. This equation and the method just detailed may be applied to any structure 
provided the contour- lines are known. Before we proceed to give any specific illustration, we 
must have the expressions for the boundary conditions to be satisfied by the deflection function as 
well as by the stress function. 

Bouluhary conditions ~and their transform~1tions for u- variables : 

The hnundary conqitions imposed on structures play an impm1ant role both in obtaining 
the exact or approximate solution and also on the class of possible response. We now therefore 
look at several cotnmonly used boundary conditions and their implications in respect of the con
cept of Constnut Deflection Contour method. In two dimensional problems the following bound
ary conditionN are Lisually imposed. 

~·I Supporting Conditions and their Transformations : 

Case - I Clumpetl etlges 

a) For rectangular plates 

ttr-
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The appropriate form of these conditions in terms of the variable u are given by 

Case - II Simp~I'-Supported edges 

In the usual notation the conditions for a simply supported edge may be expressed ill the 
form 

- 0 w +2>~ 
l~ ~'<t 

~if, +~~ ::: 0/ ~4-M- e~e.~cJ.to ~-c£t.r~ 
~~ ,C."}{. 

which when transformed in terms of u variable become 

t-.3./.0 

on the edge normal to x ~md y directions respectively. 

Case -III Free edges: 
. 

For tl·cc edge condit~ns, on an edge normal to the x- direction the usual boundary condi
tions are 

~ + ( z.- -zf') IAJ.7 - 0 
::>(.')(::>(. x:n 

[~.1.5] 

tv +:t'W:, - 0 
J 

XX- ~'t 
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·rc>gether with two similar conditions for the edge normal to the y - direction, if it is also fi·ce 
obtained by interchanging x andy. 

The above boundary conditions may be recast in terms of u to yield 

and a similar expressions for a free edge normal toy-direction changing x toy andy to x 

3· ~ -Stress conditions and their transformation to u - variables : 

a) Stress free edge ( normal to x- direction ) 
F = F = 0 .............................................. ( 3.2.1 ) 
!It "'f 

which on transformation to u variable turns 



Two similar expression if needed for a free edge normal toy-direction are obtained by interchang
ing x andy. 

b) . I"n17novab2.e. edge ( normal to x - direction ) · 

o· . ':• . 

. ··.·· ,. . . .. . . ·,._ 

··.·. u.··. =f-;:(,[-k-(F..q.· .. ~ IF, )-: ±"':]·· ~·==··o 
. ~ a<r ~4··. . . . . 

. . 
0 . . ' 

:It . . . .·· .. ·. . . ' . . . 

- ·S[_L {Cu.;--f~;--) &.~F .+(u.. - i'IL )JF} 
E . ~ . . ·"' d.u?"" . ;<11 . ; x.7t CIU 

.o ··•·· .·. . .· . . . . . 

' ' '~· ' . 

'',I, .· 

. . " '. ·-~' . \ .. 
';_ .. 

. Similarly for an edge normal to y-direct~~~m~y be.directlyput with variableu as . 

·.··. 



c) Movable edge : 

The stress condition for edge normal to x -direction may be directly written here as 

-n -k 'J ~ee&onr OvM Jo~ & Q&.ffe. ~mu. vo CJ 

tt u dl--E. u. d.~ 0 
-/ ~ l 't ctt..t?- + J lti(!U: -

[3.Z-.>] 

3·3 ·Since in most practical cases polar co ordiantes having circular symmetry are of importance. We 
rewrite here the transformed boundary conditions for deflection and stress funC.tions below in 
polar. co ordinates ( r, e ) 

Case- I : Clamped 

W' :::= tv~ === o -===t £\j 1 0 

1.{::0 
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Case- II simply supported 

~ 0 - -j IJJ j ~ { ~(r-u.)~r. 
u.::O 

For stress conditions, in brief we may state 

a) Stress free edge 

b) Immovable edge 

{ z. (r- u.) J'": 
d.u.'-

c~~')£} I == o 
u.=O 

(r+V\'fr~} I ~ 0 
u_-=:0 

Perhaps it would be pr;oper to mention here that though the above boundary conditions are 
in fact the transformed expressions from carresian or polar co ordinates to u- variables in the light .. 
of the iso9eflection contour method; sometimes in general "it is impossible in the simply 
supported case to find the exact functions u and w such that they satisfy mechanical boundary 
conditions" as observed by Mazumdar et.al [ I 06 ] . In such cases s~me conditions should be 
imposed on demand without violating the normal conditions [ I 06 ]. This will be fmiher discussed 
in the foregoing illustrations whenever such cases arise. 
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CHAPTER- IV 

~ A S~iJt.ecf. ft1etRod .for So~v~ .No;~vA~c:'"ea:r 
Co11.-.sb:ud: · De:f.f.e.e~1l- Contou-,. Jle-bRocl. 

As stated earlier the method of "Lines of Equal Deflection" is one of the existing methods 
applied in studying the non-linear behaviour of structures subject. to moderately large vibra
tions. With reference to the idea expressed by Banct:jee and Rogerson [ 122] equations (3.11) and 
(3.12) or e~uations (3.12) and (3.14) may be applied to study the vibration analysis of structures. · 
However the present investigator has some reservations in accepting the free hand use of any one 
and the present investigator has to add that the first choice of using equations (3.11) and (3.12), 
though simplifies the mathematical computations, in the sense that it involves third order ordi
nary differential equations, may not yield the diserable and accurate result in comparison with the· 
second set of equations.(3.12) and (3.13). In the foregoing chapters both the set of governing 
equations will be used for the analysis and a compa~'tive study. will be made thereafter .. ·; _.· • 

In th~ present chap"fe, all theproblems considered here will i~volve the fir~t set of go~e~l
ing equations viz. equations (3.11) and (3.12). 

PROBLEM 4.1 

,l,< 

Non.- linear Vibrations of Rigid Elliptic Plate With Uniform Thickness· · ...... 

Let tis consider a problem in establishing the applicability of this method to one of the · · 
useful structures, such as " an elliptic plate with uniform thickness vibrating at large amplitudes:· . 

As usual the dynamic Von-Kannarf equations for a plate subjected to a nonnal unifonnload . 
may be put in the following form [vide equation (3.1) and (3.2)] , 

4 vF 

..:. M_ (F,W:)~ b- tR~ 
. . . . 1 . it. . 

=-E-o((~w)··· 
2 ... 

With ''in-plane inettial effect ignored, where w is the deflection function. F is the· stress 
function, p,tsthe load, his the plate thickness, p is the mass density. Dis the {]exural rigidity;_ E is 
the plate modulus of elasti~ity .. u is the Poison's ratio . 

. . 

. For an elliptic plate clamped along the edges, the faniily of contour lines of the, detlected .•. 
surface may be represented by 

[tt.l.IJ 
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Where u = 0 defines the boundary and u = I defines the centre of plate, the boundary conditions 
imposed arc 
w = 0 at u -= 0 

Then performing the integrati1 ·ons of equations(3•9Cl.) and ( 3·9..f,. ), using equation (4. II) one 
may arrive at the following equations after a lengthy calculations ( for brevity the trivial but 
lengthy calculations being ommited ) 

[ 4. t.ii] 

. Nowinski [ I ~I] has shown that when a plate vibrates principally in the transverse directions and 
. in-plane movements are restricted then without only loss of generality the spacial part of the de

flection as well as of the stress function may be considered as the same 

~ . 
~ AJ-trCt-) 

. (, 

w~ 
LAt. lL 4-'(t) 

L == L-

I= - A .I' PM [4.1.~ 

ItO 



;\ is a constant, <l>(t) and \!f(t) arc unknown functions oftime. 

Si1tce equation ( 4.1.5) does not represent the exact solution, Galerkin procedure may be 
applied to minimize the error. Substitution of equation ( 4.1.5) in equation ( 4.1.4) and performing 
the required integration a relation between <l>(t) and \jl(t) is first established 

[4. r. §] 

wh~le equation ( 4.1.3) will then reduce to 

t_L fi?-Atr (t:~ 
18 )i.t 

Equation (4.1.7) may be· put in a simplified form 

[4.1.~ . 

'l-

'2.2J·OJt 
EA _ 

.4/ 



4.1. a) Free Liilear Vibratio, : 

For fi·cc vibration p = o and equation ( 4.8) becomes. 

For free linear vihration ( with B1 = 0 ) equation ( 4. I .9) reduces to 

ty (~) + B, tv(t.) :::: 0 
.J-f:.t 

'the linear frequctwy parameter is given by 

~ 
B, 

e.ite.'r'e. -m :: c;; 
Putting m = I we get linear ti·equency for a circular plate as 

4.1.b) Free Non-Linear Vibmtion: 

[.4.1.~ 

1fT and T* be the corresponding time perioc~oflinear and non-linear oscillations then, 
the ratio as 

T 
T 

-Y~ 

- ['+2-~ l 4- Btj 

z3· o4 (r-.J''l-) -m 
4 

.:: -(3;,tt +2-~+?J)'J-

ttt.r. r"§J 

[ 4.1. 1!.] 



A . 
t:- u s---x- represents the relative runp£ifi.itl..e . 

Numerical results have been computed and shown in table [ 1 &2] · 

4.I.c) ·Static Case: 

· :Neglecting the inertial terms in equation (4.1.8 ) one gets, for analyzing the large detlec-u.. . '. . . . 
tion behavior · · · · · · · .. · · . · , · . · . · .. · · 

. . . . 3 

.. . 13, 4'(-t) + B.3 4' C.C) = Cp . 

•.: - .. . . ' 
.. -·:·: .. 
. --·· . . . 

On further simplification one gets the relation between the non-dimensional central defelction . 

( ~) and the load parameter H~';.-J ~ . . . . . . • 

Numerical results have been shown in tables [ 4&5 ] . 

For circular plate ( m= I) and for u = 0.3 equation ( 4.l3) reduce~to : 

5·860@(~)+ J·g:z,(Y;j ~~: 
. ,·. -· 

· . .. [~-1-lf} 

. ,3 It 

.wfufe .. 5·Sit8c~)+~·Cf5Jrc}) = :r~<~f~P: .. 
c ~ ' • •• ,. -,. ':~ • 
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Numerical Results: 

T:thlc Ill: Dependenceofthe relative time period of nonlinear and linear vibrations ( '"lr) on 
relative amplitude ( Ao ) for different values of m = ( "/

1 
). u = 0.3 

~ l 

A- .... , 
T 

.T- - m= I 111 = 1.5 111 = 2 Ill =2.5 

0 I.OOO I.OOO 1.000 1.000-
0.5 0.9705 0.98I I 0.99I I 0.9956: 
1.0 0.8946 0.9300 0.9656 0.9829-
1.5 0.7989 0.8593 0.9296 0.9627 
2.0 - 0.7045 0.7822 - 0.8795" 0.9362 
2.5 0.6209 0.7076 -_-- -- -' ' 0.8276 0.9050 -"'' 

Table 121 j Dependen~~1~:r;l~live time period ( T*ff) on(~).. for ditferent Values· of 

-o 
0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
2.0 -

2.5 

Table f3): 

A 
0 -J .Ji-, -·. 

0 
0.02 
0.04 
0.06_ 

0.08' 
0.10-
0.12 -

_ 0. I 4 
0.16 

u=o.2 

1.000 
0.9905 
0.9636 

- 0.9230-

0.8734 
0.8197 

. T*/ 
T 

u = 0.3 

1.000 
0.9911_ 
0.9656 •' -

. 0.9269 : :_;-· -
-- 0.8795 ':/: :: . 

0.8276 ,;:, ' 

u = 0.4 u = 0.5 

; _'.· 1.000 1.000 
0.9917 0.9926 

-.-_ 0.9680 0.9713 
: 0.9318- 0.9385 

'.- ,' 

----0.8870- 0.8973 
- 0.8375 0.8513 

---

Comparative study of relative time p~riods of non-linear a~p linear vibration [Pf:_ l 
versus [ ~ ] where.i'l = 12 ( 3m-t + 2m2 + 3) for a ci~cular plate as obtain~d 
in the prese'nt study and the results giveby Sinharay and Banerjee [ I .24 ]. :U = 0 . .3. 

m=l · 

Present Study 

--1.00 
0.9937 

- 0.9757 
0.9477 
0.912 
0.872:2 

- 0.8296 
0.7865 

-0.7443 

T"f 
T 

- [ 124] 

1.000-
0.992--- -

0.970' -

0.936 -
0.894' ;. 

- -- 0.848. 
0.7997 '-

0.752 
0.707 

- _:-.: 
'• .. -

' ... 

,_ •'' 

·. ;' .. 

·. ,.·. 
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Table 14 I: 

0 
' 0.2 

0.4 
0.6 
0.8 
1.0 
1.4 
1.6 
2.0 
2.4 

Table 15,1: 

0 
0.2 
0.4 
0.6 
0.8 
1.0 
1.2 
-1.4 
1.6 
2.0 
2.4 

Discussious : 

. ~ f:>Q-4 
Dependence of Central deflection ~ on load parameter~ 
for different values ofm and 1J = 0.3 E-K 

pel'/ E?v 4-

m ·= I m = 1.5 111 =2 111 = 2.5 

0 0 0 0 
1.187 3.3513 8.6772 19.476 
2.446 .6.866 17.5542 39.168 
3.93 110.7107 26.8305 58.608 
5.67 :15.047 36.7059 80.064 
7.78 20.040 47.385 I 01.722 
13.47 32.652 71.923 148.416 
17.24 40.6003 86.1913 173.952 
27.08 60.600 119.7200 230.400 
40.606 87.166 161.2358 295.488 

Dependence of central deflection Woj.g_ on load parameter />e<. ~sl• 
for different values of J 1J , m = 1.5 

u=0.2 u=0.3 1) = 0.5 

0 0 0 
3.1784 3.3513 4.0598 
6.3240 6.866 8.2867 
10.1934 I 0.7107 12.8476 
14.3589 15.047 17.9097 
19.1826 20.04 23.6400 
24.8287 25.8537 30.2054 
31.4619 32.652 37.7731 
39.2469 40.6003 46.5100 
58.2926 60.600 67.8400 
85.1927 87.1660 96.4915 

Tables~ I ,2,3) and figures (I,II) shew the dependence of the ratio of non-linear to linear 
time periods TJT on the relative amplitude A0 /iv for elliptic plates. It may be observed in table 
(I) and figure (I) that there is hardly any effect of non linearity so far as the free oscillations of 
elliptic plates having higher eccentricity is concerned. However, in case of circular piate the non
linear effect is notable•_ · . In table ( 3) it may also be noted that the results of the present study 
for circular plates are in excellent agreement with those obtained by Sinharay and Banerjee [ 124] 

Tables [ 4& 5 ] and figures ( Ill & IV). show the variation of central deflection ( v.fo ~~ ) 
for different values ofm and u. Table (4) and figure (Ill) shows that for a particular value of central 



deflcction,thc value ofload parameter( po... 
4
/E?vlt) increases with the increase of the \"laue:; of m. 

If implies that to obtain a particular central deflection, more load is needed for an elliptic plate tha "h. 

for a circular plate. Again table (5) show~ that for a particular value of load parameter~ the .::entral 
deflection for the plate having higher Pci"ss:on ratio arc smaller than that for the plate mderial 
having lower Poisson ratio. 

· From equation [ 4.1.4], the results for a rigid circular plate do not tally with those of 
Yamaki[22]. The reason for this may be due to the procedural difference. Also the assumpion. of 
retaining the same sp.ru::.ial pa1t for the deflection function and stress function may not be Y2tid for 
the present case. Also as indicated in the beginning of this chpater the use of equation (3.1 l) and 
( 3.12) for simplification appears to be UlljuStified. The use of equation (3.12) and (3.13) will be 
made later on to justify the above agreement and th~ results become more accurate. 
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Pmblem- 4.2 

Non-linear Vibrations of Plates on Elastic Foundation 

With the increasing demands for imoroved etliciency in material usage in structures and the 
emphasis on high strength/weight ratip, the geometric non-linear behaviour of plates has become 
more significant. The majority of analysis into the non-linear deflection of plates on elastic founda
tion has been restricted to the determination of static deflection for an elastic foundation w·ith a 
Winkler deflect' ion characteristic at the plate/foundation interface. Non-linear static or dynamic 
analysis of plates under viscous damping and placed on an elastic_ foundation of Pasternak modd 
is presented. 

The 'Constant Deflection Contour' method will be used here in suppm1 of its application 
to a little more complicated problem for which the governing differential equation are of Von 
Kani1an type extended to a dynamic case including the effect of elastic foundation and vicous. 
damping. As it hps already been stated that this method can easily be applied to investigate large 
amplitude behavtur of vibrating plates having uncommonror complicated boundary. 

The dynamic Von Karman equations foi"P,Iate placed in an elastic foundation ofthe Pasternak 
model and subjected to a normal unifoi·m load may be put in following form [125]. 

:_ .· .. 
. . . . •' ~ : : ' ;_.- ,. 

' 3 
~-

with in-plane ine11ia effect ignored; where, Dis the flexural rigidity ;::::. 1~6-'25'9 
. .· .·.. ~ .... ·. 

pis the applied load, E is the plate modul~,rof elasticity. (Kt.tr-GV W' · ) is the linear tow1dation 
reaction for Pasternak model, K and G are (oundation constants, w is the vertical deflection, p i:; 
the density of the plate material, u is the. P<i.o;s.on's ratio, K, is the v~scous damping constant.. 
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It is assumed that the set of Equations ( 4.2.1) and ( 4.2.2) satisfied in every region boundeq 
by the contour line c ... Using the transformations in Chapter III and integrating over the regidn 
equations (4.2.1) and (4.2.2) will reduce to 

Sf[ A,(~)+ A~G'f?V + A3 Get;;)+ ~ ~)] cUl 
SL . 

.A 
3 

== Jf[As(~)@f)+AGi~~)+(P-~.;fRK~~~ 
_n_ 

:z. ,.. '2-

~'6'e A 1 ~ ( u.," + u._,1) 
A - r lu_~ ~· +ttl- U.. ') +;&fttl-- U . + ~· t.l. ) 
~ - tJ \ /~ """" .l';f 1'J't) l·:;r)(. )'~l't ;?'! /1'1CIC-) 

+ g t.t u. «-
.!~' ?'J 7 .... 1-
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Ab 
'2-- :z.. 

- u. tt + U. IL - Z,u, U. I.{, - /x_-x_ .?~ .?~'t ? )(. 7l(. /'<1 ..,'l(,.d 

A=F - G ( t.t;,~,_ + tt7 ;fd-) 

I' ~ 'l- "' A == G\~+tt.?; g . -,!... . '<I 

A5 = A9 
-. 
~ 

A· 
6 ~ AIO [A~~ 

Equations (4.2.3), (4.2.4) can be further reduced tp simpler form on application of Green's theorem 
wherever possible. · 

. . 
. . . & . . . 

On transformation to'Iine ~te~es ~uations (5.3) and .(5.4) will then become.: 
. . . 

f, (u)&}>~ .+ ~(u,)cl~~ +£(u,)£~ ctF +£J.(uj b 
. ctu. . . ~ . ~ -aM:. "'CIM: . , I 

. . . ~. . . . . ~ .. . 

+ :P5 c td-) ~ + rR-I~~ &.u. + ~K~ f ~t ctt(. 
of_u, . I · · · I 

L(...... . 

+ KJ ~ck.- ==- .? t4.~.b] 
I . , .. 

where f._(u) and gfu) are functions of. >~ u. ~:J 

Equations (4.2.6) and (4.2.7) are the two basic equations to study the dynamic respoi1se ofs: :tructures 
· of arbitrary s~o.pe. Hereforth, unless the contour lines are defined one cannot proceed further. The . 
. following illustl·ation may be cited for studying the dynamic response of a given shape. . 

Damped Oscillation of elliptic Plates on An Elastic Foundation : 

Considered here an elliptic plate damped along the edges. The family co~1tour lines of 
deflected surface may be represented as usi.ml, by · ·. · ·· ·· · · ; : (, 

. - ... . . . -~ \ 
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''here u c 0 defines the boundary. The boundary conditions imposed arc · 

w~ o 

[1-f.:Z..~ 

0 . 
Then performing the integratins of equations ( 4.2.3 , 4.2.4 ) one may arrive at the follow-

ing equations atter a lengthy calculations 

Conside1:ing that the plate yibrates primarily in the transverse direction and the plate is restrained · 
fi·om in-plane movements, one can assume without any loss of generality [I 21] 

w == Atl:IY @;) 

F = A~pCt) [.4.2-. rTI 
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Since equation (4.2.11) does not rcprcsc1it the exact solution, Galcrkin procedure may be 
applied to minimize the error. Substituting equation (4.2.11) in equation (4.2.1 0) and (4.2.9) and 
pt!rforming the required integrations a relation between <l>(t) m1d \l'(t) is first established 

cpct) 

and equation (4.2.9) will then reduce to 

+ 1• ;;?_s . ----rvr. ~ l'tl Ct.) _ L ,_.. ~ r ~c~+ K" Ll_;t(;)l 
(3l+3b4+tdb') I~ H5 L 'tt ~ 

- 0 [4.~.13] 

Equation ( 4.2.13) can be put in a simplified form 

?- 'V 3 

~ (t:) + /o 4'; (-t-) + /• 4'(t) -+,/-3 A If@;) "' 0 
u . t . . 

where p has been set to zero tor free vibration and 
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The solution of equation (4.2.14) may be taken as ["6B"] ~ t" 
-}lot <2-- -

0 
, · -:-:~ 

lj'(t) ~ ~e 27 51-n-[t,t{l+fo.oA _)?-e )+ ~j 

. . - . . . •. . 

If T and T* be the corresponding time periods of lineflr and non linear oscillations then · '· 

:'~ T ... --- .. :::::- 3 2-~ .. --:-ftoi7. 
t -t-· a A 3 · · · . .g o --;:.e . 

·. , .. · .· '/'/ :· .. ·. 
;;·). ·':,, . 

. ·. · .. 
;'l...· · ..• · . 

. The Dependence ofT*if on the relative~tw;fe.has been present(!d in Tables [II andl2 f 
. ': 

Static Case ':·'. 
'• I ~ • 

Neglecting the inertial term in equation ( 4.2; 13) the static deflection is given by , · -

.:\._ 

.. ~·

. ', ~-

··. ·. 
' '. 

'' ., . 
,_: 

• •i 

+ (3:;::;;~ fiJ 
... ·.· . 

where-· 
.·~·-'·i' 

m ==~--b J 
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K = 
I 

*' G:: .. ·-
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w . . -i- presents the central deflection and K * and G* are dimensionless p~jl·ameters 

Numeriml Results : 

T11hle 6: Dependcn<;e of Central Dcllcction ( ~ ) on Load Parmnctcr ( ~~~ 
different v:ilucs ofK*. 11 0.3, G* -o(), m =I 

Wa 
~ 

0.2 
0.4 
0.6 
0.8 
1.0 

1.2 
1.4 
1.6 
1.8 

Table7 : 

% 
10 

0.2 
0.4 
0.6 
0.8 
1.0 
1.2 
1.4 
1.6 

2.0 

) for 

p~ 4-/t::-R-It-

K*=O K*==40 K*==80 K*=l20 K*==160 K*=200 

1.74 2.16 2.65 3.13 3.62 4.25 
2.47 3.44 4.42 5.39 6.37 7.34 
3.23 5.39 6.85 8.32 9.78 10.95 
5.67 7.62 9.57 11.52 13.47 15.43 
7.78 10.22 12.66 15.10 17.54 19.98 
9.0[125] 11.8[ 125] 14.7[125] 17.0[125] 20.0 [125] 22.7[125] 
10.34 13.27 16.20 19.13 22.06 24.98 
13.47 16.88 20.30 23.72 27.13 30.55 
17.24 21.14 25.04 28.95 32.86 36.76 
21.75 26.13 30.53 34.92 39.31 43.71 

Dependence of Central Deflection on Load Parameter for diferent values of 
K*, G* = 20, u = 0.3, m = 1.5 

pet/.t/f-~4-

K* =50 K* = 100 K* = 150 

6.82 7.43 8.04 
13.80 15.02 16.24 
21.11 22.94 24.77 
28.91 31.36 33.79 
37.38 40.43 43.47 
46.65 50.32 53.97 
56.65 61.20 65.46 
68.33 73.22 79.01 
95.27 I 01.37 167.46 
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Table ( 8): StaticDcflcction of an elliptic plate on Elastic Foundation. u = 0.3. m= 1.5, G* = I 0 
1.1 ·~, 4 
~ . · ·. pet tfK . 

K* ·O K *c~40 K*~c8() K* ~c 120 K*=l60 K*=200 

0.2 4.78 5.27 5.75 6.24 6.73 7.22 
0.4 9.T2 10.69 11.67 12.65 13.62 14.60 
0.6 15.00 16.45 17.92 19.38 20.84 22.31 
0.8 20.75 22.76 24.66 26.61 28.56 30.51 
1.0. 27.17 29.61 32.05 34.49 36.93 39.37 
1.2 34.41 37.34 40.27 43.20 46.12 49.05 
1.4 42.63 46.05 49.47 52.88 56.30 59.71 
1.6 52.01 55.91 59.82 36.72 67.62 71.53 
2.0 74.86 79.74 84.62 89.50 94.38 99.26 

Table 9: values of load parameter for various values of m, and u forK* = 80 and G*= I 0 
. po..lt /r=~Jr. 

~ 
J = 0.3 111 = 1.5 

~ m=I m=l.5 m=2 'JS' .· ~0.2 ~·=0.3 2>; =0.5 

0.2 3~04 5.75 11.85 5~0189 5.75 6.98 
0.4 6.18 11.67 23.91 I 0.0703 11.67 14.12 
0.6 9.50 17.92 36.36 15.1869 17.92 21.60 
0.8 13.10 24.66 49.41 20.4014 24.66 29.55 
1.0 17.06 32.05 63.27 25.7454 32.05 38.17 
1.2 21.49 40.27 78.11 31.2517 40.27 47.61 
1.4 26.46 49.47 94.16 36.9545 49.47 58.04 
1.6 32.09 59.82 111.60 42.884 59.82 69.61 
2.0 45.64 84.62 151.48 55.5582 84.62 96.86 

Table 10: The nonlinear central deflection for a rigidly clamped plate on a Pasternak. founda-
tion subject to a static load p = 20, u = 0.3, m = I 

Wo G* 

-=fC K* =50 K* = 100 K* = 150 

I 
0.2 207.08 200.32 193.23 
0.4 92.15 86.00 79.00 
0.6 54.63 43.20 40.14 
0.8 33.81 27.00 19.96 
1.0 20.86 14.06 7.00 

20.0 [ 125] 14.0 [ 125] 5.2 [125] 
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Table II : 

Ao 
~ 

0.5 
I 

1.5 
. 2.0 
2.5 

Table 12: 

Aof-R-

0.0 
0.5 
101.0 
1.5 
2.0 

Discitssious: 

Dependence on f(nm~lation paramq~¢r of the rei~~~·'; time period of nonlinear and 
Iincar vibration T*IT f()r elliptic Jii<Jl¢ for various~oferelative amplitude.A 0 for p=O 
and m = 2 . u = 0.3 ~ 

IT*IT 1 

G*=O K*=O 

K*=40 K*=I20 K*=200 ··G*=5o ·(i*=IOO "(ii*=200 
0.9994 0.9995 0.99957 0.9997 0.9998 0.9999 
0.9979 0.9981 0.9983 0.9990 0.9994 0.9996 
0.9952 0.9957 0.9961 0.9978 0.9986 0.9992 
0.9916 0.9924 0.9932 0.9960 0.9975 0.9985 
0.9870 0.9882 0.9894 0.9940 0.9961 0.9977 

Comparison of variation ofT*/T with relative amplitude4c between pases for 
circular (m= I ) and an elliptic (m=2.0 ) plate ; u =0.3 = 0 K * = 40 G* = I 00, 
p=O 

T*/T 

m=I m=2 

1.000 N;:: 1.000 
0.9965 0.9998 
0.9864 0.9994 
0.9700 0.9986 
0.9211 0.9962 

Tables (6-9) and figures ( V,VI.VII.VIII ) show the static behaviour of ari elliptic plate for 
various values of the parameters u , m and the foundation parameters G* and K *.The results show 
a very good agreements with those of Smaill [ 125] in the limiting case when a=b 

Table (9) shows that the static deflections are as expcted dependent on the rati~ fappre- · 
ciably. 

Table (9) also depicts the dependence of the central deflection on poisson's ratio. The choice 
of material having higher poisson ratio increases the load bearing capacity. 

'l~tbles ( 6, 7,8) show the static behaviour of elliptic plate for different values of \Jinkler 
· foundation parameter K * when Pasternak foundation. parameter G* is kept fixed. 
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Table (I 0) identifies the characteristics of Pasternak foun~fttion G* for different values 
of\vinkler foundation parameter K *. Though a single term approxinwtion has beet\ made the re
sults are inquitc good agreement with those of Smail! (1251 for circular plate. 

Table (6) when compa'ted with Smaill's [125]. results show that the values of non-dimen
sional central .deflections arc little higher than those given by Smail! [I 25] for all values of K *. 

All the tables. presented here, arc f()r undamped cases only with K., =0. This is the reson for 
which the resi.Jits given in tables l6] eli ffer Smail! 's results (Fig-5 of Ref ( 125]). It appears that the 
central deflections are higher for undamped cases than those for a damped oscillatory motion for a 
fixed load. 

In table( II) and ( 12) the dependence of "*1.
1 

on relative amplitude has been presented. It 
may be observed that there hardly any et1ect of nonlinearity so far as undamped free oscillation of 
elliptic plates are concerned, irrespective of variation in the values of foundation parameter. How
ever, in case of circular plate the nonlinear effect may observed. [Table (12)] 

Thus the concept of"Constant Deflection Contour" method may safely be applied for the 
study of static and dynamic behaviour of plates on elastic foundations. 

bO 



Problem - 4.3 

The non-linear damped vibration of moderately thick plates has been studied by using the 
method of "Constant Deflection Contour lines'" and well-known Berger [ 55 ] method;. Berger 
offered a simplified approach to study the non-linear behaviour of thin plates. 

Some points on B€~-3e-r~Method 

Combined the potential energy due to the bending and stretching of the middle surface of a 
plate/shell may be represented by 

[Jt.3. tcil 

in terms of the displacement w, e
1 
= e + e , e~ = e. e · - -}; e ~. . , e

1 
· a~d e, being the first and 

u w - u w 7 ~ . -
second strain invariants. And E, u, hare Young modulus, Pmsson ratio1 ·and thickness respectively 
and with usual notations the in-plane strain components are given by 

(A)~· ...•. · .. 

For the shallow shells K
1 

and K
2 

denote the principal curvatur~s ~t a point of the middle surface .. 
For plate problem they are put to zero. · ·. · 

In 1955 Berger [55] proposed that the so called strain invariant of the membrane strain to 
the strain energy of the plate may be neglected without appreciably impairing the accuracy of the 
results. On neglection of e

1
, equation ( 4.3 la) will reduce to 

v-;::: J_ rr [) [ (\l.,_f-17t+ JZ,e~ -~ (1-~r~ ~ --fi"':..J~l]cb-~· 
:z.,jj ..g; · · Lo:JC. .. ~~~ · .. ·\ox.~~ J 

. . . . ' 

/I 



The governing equation will now reduce to 

v'l-( D v ~) - c -f Ct J v:z. w - ~ + fK'~ t.i == o 

Wi±R. . e, - c (1-:»j-f (r~ 

where c is a normalized constant of integration and function of time, f(t) to be detem1ined. '· 
. Here the present author aims to verity the applicability of the "Constant Deflection Contour method·· 
-to Berger equations with regard to specific problem. 

Non-Linear Damped Oscillations of Moderately Thick Plate of Arbitrary Shape 

Many workers utilize Berger's equation in their respective field of investigations and obtained 
satisfactory results. In most cases the effects of transverse shear deformation and rotatory inertia 
has not been taken into account. Sathya moorthy and Chia [ 133 ] show that the effect of transverse 
shear and rotatory inertia play an important role in the large amplitude vibrations of moderately · 
thick plates of different shape. Banerjee and Bhattacharya [ 132 ] investigated the effect of trans
verse shear and rotatory inertia on large amplitude vibration of thick plates. 

The works so far carried out on the theory of non-linear vibrations ofthick plates are re
stricted to the plates of regular shapes only. The present investigation concerns with the study of the. 
non-linear static and dynamic behaviour of moderately thick plates of arbitrary shape by using the 
idea of "Lines of Equal Deflection". To study the dynamic behaviour a damping factor has been . 
introduced. Nu!J1erical results for elliptic and circular plates have be.en computed and compared-
with the other awa.ilable known results. · 

The set of decoupled differential equations governing the vib1'ations of plates are gi\ren by 
R. Bhattacharya and B. Banerjee [ 132 ]. : " 

4-
vw-+ 

'-·_ .-' ·-2J 2--, 4 
G K _ --_ · -• __§___ o( .g; · t (-t) v w 

5"tf-~"J-'< Q '~ ·, ' ' ' \' _-. /.' ' e... ,·' 

-- ,._... ~ 12F ~v IN 

- rA r: (t) 'V w + ,.p; c; -.,.e- _-o 

~v ;;,:-r:ct) ~±[c~~J-t ~~n 
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. . 

w is the ve11ical deflection. k is tracing constant characterising the effects Qftransverse shear defor-

' mation, u is Poisson's ratio, E is Young ·s modulus, Gc is shear modulus.cZis coupling parameter, h 
is the thickness of the plate. r (t) is non-linear time dependent function, p is the density of the 

I/ . 

material. ·t E · · 1'~ · · 
C.~=- (0-)1'2]· speed of lhe wave propagation along the surface of the plate. The . _ 

. . . 

Putti1l.g' · .. · · 

. I 

A ~ 

s'. 6f 
· 5G c-

.. 
I 'l. 

C- - Z 'C (-t;) 

I 121 

detlcctions are of the same order of magnitude as tiH!plate thickness. 
~ 

'\J is the two dimensional Laplacian operatol" _ 

_:l- '1-

o(.. -R, '( ( -t) 
.l~-

.. 
' -

[4 . .3.3] ·. -

j) -·---....-:--
.g;- c~ 

Equation ( 3.1 ) becomes 

I 4 
A'lw 

I !J.- I 

c vw +]) 

For damping we introduce another term in the above eqpation 

. . 

I 4 '2.- ; ., '2..- I ~ ·.··· .• ·· 

(v ~J-C \1 ~+ b k +k~\F~_o A V t.v 

where K, is the damping constant 

It is assumed that the equation ( 4.3.2 ) and ( 4.3.4) are satisfied in ~very region bourtdedby 

the contour line C . Using the transformations done in Chapter I and integrating over the region, 
. . u . . . . 

eqations ( 4.3.4) and ( 4.3.2 ) will respectively reduce to 
. . ' 

· ... 



+JJK )w dS2 = 0 
Li e>t 

JL 
;v JJ ~: 'C(t)d)L :§± A5 (~ cJSL 

_fl. 
where 

"]... "1-

A, =: c~~ + ~) 

[-4.3.5 J 

; [.4.3.f] 

Az. : G (U:: ~..,.__ + u;: '-\~ + 2 ({' u,~ + ~ u,;) +- g LA;._~~\ 

A ::; 4(~ ~ + U; ~ )+ 3 (.;- + t! )+4 fu_ u + l-L !..{.. ) 
3 7L- ~ . 't <I'd'!) -"~x... ,7:J(f [~ ~-,(. .17<-~';t' 7'J- ~y 

2.-

-Z-~ ~ +4u.--
JU(..... Wt -"?C.t 

On transformation to line intergals, utilising Green's theorem, equation ( 4.3.5 ) and ( 4.3.6) be-
comes 



[4.3.~ 

[Jt.3.iJ 

' . ·. . . . · ... · . . . 

I . . . 

where Eisa constan~and f(u), g.(u) andj(u) are functions ofu only. 
.. I I · · · 

Illustration : 
Damped Oscillation of Elliptic Plate ---• . 

· Considering an elliptic plate clamped along the boundary, the family of contour lines of the 
deflected surface may be presented by . 

.,.... 
.· ~ ' ---. b,. 

where u = 0 defines the boundary . 
The boundary conditions for a clamped plate are 

W=O 

~ c£w --.o 
~::: 

.. ' 

.cxJ; ti == 0 1 
/ 

Performing the -~,t~w.s;of equations ( 4.3.5 ) and ( 4.3.6 ) with the boundary conditions repre-
. sented by ( 4.3.11 ). One may arrive at the following equations for elliptic plate after a lengthy· 

· calculations 

1 [ 1-/ 3 !. rJ'l-: 8 "J.-r, -- JJ '"· ~ n _ A (1-u.) ct w _ 2.-\1- t9 C{, ~- - M \r-u)cvw _- N_ (t-u) a0 u ..... (l2. ~-- ~ 
• •. i " • • ; 

Lt-. u.. 

+ pT [ t<31;~ & . + ~[tst ~.-' 0 . [4.3.1~] 



w~e 
I~ '1-(t-z- J 

M?v C CL b CL+b 
- (3~ +3b1t + ~t?-) 

'2- . z.: 
I 1-- "J.- ( t\.- f b ) 

[4 . .3.14] 'Jv B ct-b 
N - ( 3it +3b4+zc{ b7--) 

2.-
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p' D (A. b 

:&(3~4+3bl-l+zdb') 
4- 4 

:;v }(,d, a- b 
Q - ~(srff+ 3b

4+zAb) 

Considering that the plate vibrates primarily in the transverse direction and the plate is restrained 
ti·om in-plane movements one can assume without any loss of ~6he-.;Q.~U;(f 

. 
v 

u_ 4J (-t;) [ .4 . .:3./~ 

Method of Sol uti on 
Since equation ( 4.3.15 ) does not represent the exact solution, Galerkin procedure may be applied 
to minimize the error. Substituting equation ( 4.3.15 ) in equation ( 4.3.12 ) and ( 4.3.13 ) and after 
performing the integration satisfying necessary .- ' condition as required in Galerkin 
procedure one gets 

')..... 

-}A'ljl(t) +-foM'"IJI(t) -r[mN .. +ifP' J ty_,-t~;(t;) 
[.4.3.1({ 

'( (t) 
' 



.... 
Substituting · T (t) given by equation ( 4.3.17 ) into the first two terms on the left hand side of 

equation ( 4.3.16 ) it reduces to 

[tt.a.t,[f 

[4.3.~ 

The solution of equation ( 3.18 ) may be taken as 

lf!(t) 

The time period of non-linear oscillation 

T ------ -- ---·- ---------

( 3 l-- 1- -)-<.b) 
. ..<..t 1 I -~- ---- a., ~ /-lz.. C>. 

I \_ s 0 0 /--;;:;- D 

. _;U, 

lhc corresponding time period o_f linear oscillation is 
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Static Ctsc 
For mechanical loading the inertial terms in equation ( /j.:}:/) are neglected to consider the static case 
and the required differential equation for the static deflection of a thick elastic plate is 

where p is the uniform load and the coupling parameter 
( . ~ ; and 

3 

t-. E...f?v · t1 I . .d . .1.! =- /, _ r. IS exura ng1 1ty. 
/2.,-~-)J) 

Equation (1.3·~) can be written as 

I /f. I 'J.- h 
Avw-C\7{{'}-__c_. =o . D 

I / d c/ · b · · w 1ere A an are g1ven y equation . 

_::z- ~ 
o( -Pv '( (t) 

[;v 

. . P'<l- . "' ) 1s g1ven .. ':equation\.~ .s .,2. 

Now introducing the idea of constant deflection contour lines as it has been done in the case of 
dynamic loading and proceeding as before for elliptic plate where the contour lines are represented 

r r 
by l-t-::=. 1-~ -l 

ci:" b"V 

One gets the equation 

AI r(!-tt.t c£}w- _:z,(J-u) ct:l--01_ M'J--It-u.)cP.(.~ + ~ lt-0::: 0 
L ~ 7 c£ti . " &Jj l I 7 ~ I l

1 L.Y.3.zj] 

[4.?1.7{! 



For the solution of equation ( 3.25 ) is assumed 

. ' J '7---UJ=WOU·. 

Substitutt..~~1uation ( 3.27) in equation ( 4.3.25) and applyin-g Galerkin procedure to minimize the 

error one gets 



T:1hlc l3: Free vibrations of clamped elliptical plate 

\Voav 
K 

0 
0.5 . 

I 
1.5 
2 

Present Study 

1.000 
0.9502. 
0.8268 
0.6797 
0.5441 

KE 
G~ 

-0 - 7 
-j::: 0·3 j.L:::: 0 / I / 

T*/T 

Das and Bane1:jee 
( '8-) 
1.000 
0.9502 
0.8268 
0.6797 
0.5441 

Sathyamoorthy 
( 135) 

il.OOO 
0.9615 
0.8700 
0.7654 
0.6500 

Tnble 14 : Free vibrations of clamped .Elliptic plate 

~~ T*/T 

::et Presei1t Study . Das and Baneljee Sathyamoonthy 

0 1.000 1.000 1.000 

0.5 0.9545 0.9545 0.9615 

1.0 0.8399 0.8400 0.8750 

1.5 0.6998 0.6999 0.7538 

2.0 0.5674 0.5674 0.6500 

' 



T;•hlc 15: Free vlbratiot1 of~14rnped elliptic plate 

~~ -~ h/a=0.2 

Present Das & 
Study Bancrj 

() 1.000 1.000 
0.5 0.9454 0. 9454 
I 0.8124 0.8124 
1.5 0.6581 0.658 
2.0 0.5199 0.5198 

Sathya 

_I 
/ 

Present 
moorthy Study 

I. Ill 1.000 
1.0538 0.9490 
0.9154 0.8232 
0.7800 0.6742 
0.6600 0.5379 

h/a=O.l 

Das& 
Banerjee 

1.000 
0.9490 
0.8238 
0.6742 
0.5379 

Table 16 : Free vibration of clamped elliptic plate 

Jvf:_ - I ---- / 

ere 

T*l.,. i 

Sathya 
moorthy 

1.025 
0.9846 
0.8808 
0.7712 
0.6550 

T*l 
T 

h/a=0.2 h/a=O.l 

Present Das& Sathya Present Das& Sathya 
Study Banerj moorthy Study Banerjee moorthy 

0 1.000 1.000 1.1807 1.000 1.000 1.0423 
0.5 0.9470 0.9471 1.0942 0.9526 0.9526 0.9846 
I 0.817'2 0.8172 0.9270 0.8341 0.8341. 0.8865 
1.5 0.6653 0.6653 0.800 0.6909 . 0.6908 0.7827 
2.0 0.5279 0.5279 0.6731 0.5570 0.5569 0.6600 

h/a=0.066 

Present Das& Satya 
Study Banerjee moorthy 

1.000 1.000 1.0077 
0.9497 0.9497 0.9730 
0.8252 0.8252 0.8700 
0.6773 0.6773 0.7700 
0.5411 0.5411 0.6500 

h/a=0.066 

Present Das& Satya 
Study Banerjee moorthy 

1.000 1.000 1.0135 
0.9537 0.9537 0.9731 

0.8373 0.8373 0.8570 
0.6960 0.6959 0.7769 
0.5629 0.5628 0.6500 



T:thlc 17: Free vibration of clamped circulaf plate 

l 

~~ T*l.,. 

~ h/a=0.2 ~::rS•J91 h/a=O.I It~ 9-lllJ h/a=0.06~~ .. I9•JI'6"" 

Present Das& K.K.Raju Present Das& K.K.Raju Present Das& K.K.Raju 
Study Bane~jee [ '3(; I Study Banerjee (t~6) Study Bane1jee (_1.3 6) 

0 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
0.2 0.9868 0.9869 1.9921 0.9885 0.9885 0.9924 0.9904 0.9910 0.9927 
0.4 0.9494 0.9494 0.9699 0.9556 09556 0.9710 0.9628 0.9629 0.9718 
0.6 0.8929 0.89303 0.9366 0.9053 0.9054 0.9388 0.9210 0.9202 0.9402 

0.8 0.8242 0.8244 0.8965 0.8433 0.8433 0.8995 0.8664 0.8664 . 0.9015 
1.0 0.7501 0.7503 0.8533 0.7749 0.7751 0.8568 0.8058 0.8058 0.8591 

TabletS: Damped oscillations of clamped elliptical plate 

K - o·s 
~ I 

I == I 
~'1-c'l- ) p 

f 
j 

~q.o 
T*l.,. 

KE/Gc=2.5 KE/Gc=10 KE/Gc=20 
~ Present Das& Present Das& Present Das& 

Study Banerjee Study Banerjee Study Banerjee 
(:G8 \ ( 65) (6"8) 

0 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
0.25 0.9862 0.9892 0.9780 0.9873 0.9673 0.9874 
0.5 0.9472 0.9582 0.9177 0.9510 0.8809 0.9416 
0.75 0.8885 0.9105 0.8321 0.8661 0.7790 0.8775 
l 0.8i77 0.8513 0.7359 0.8291 0.6492 0.8012 



T:1blc 19: Damped oscillations of clamped elliptical plate 

K 
. I . 

"-::: o·5" 7 ~,.c~ :::. I I 

W(;c:t.o 
T*l.,. 

KE/Gc=2.5 KE/Gc=IO KE/Gc=20 
~ Present Das& Present Das& Present Das& 

Study Bane1jee Study Banerjee Study Banerjee 
(6 8") ( 68.) (6&~ 

0 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
0.25 0.9858 0.9892 0.9733 0.9867 0.9571 0.9828 
0.5 0.9455 0.9582 0.9011 0.9489 0.8479 0.9345 
0.75 0.8853 0.9105 0.8020 0.8920 0.7125 0.8638 
1 0.8128 0.8513 0.6949 0.8228 0.5829 0.7811 

Table 20 : Damped Oscillations of clamped circular plate 

~c;: - / 

~ao 
T*/T 

KE/Gc=2.5 KE/Gc=10 KE/Gc=20 
-i{, 

Present Das& Present Das& Present Das& 
Study Banerjee Study Banerjee Study Banerjee 

(68 ) (6 8.J (68'-) 

0 1.000 1.000 1.000 

I 
1.000 1.000 1.000 

0.25 0.9863 0.9889 0.9877 0.98122 0.9744 0.9862 
0.5 0.9475 0.9570 0.9527 0.9289 0.9051 0.9470 
0.75 0.8892 0.9983 0.8995 0.8531 0.8091 0.8881 
I 0.8187 0.8478 0.8343 0.7655 0.7045 0.8171 
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T:tble 21-: Static Deflection for Thick Clamped Circular Plate. 

X£ 
l J 

1{. 
-::::. -=-

WajPv Present Study Sathyamoorthy 
[135] 

0.5 3.3961 3.2756 
1.0 9.5844 8.6227 
1.5 21.356 18.1126 
2.0 41.505 33.8169 

¥ 
T Woao 

Tables [ 13-17] represent the dependence ofT on central deflection ~ for elliptical 
and circular plates for fi:ee oscillations and the results are compared with those ofDas and Banerjee 
(68] and Sa'thya·momthy (135]. The results show a very good agreement with those of Das and 
Banerjee [ 68 ] . 

~ 

Tables ( 18-20 ] show the dependence of T on W'k;~ for damped oscillations. (Kv = 0.5) 
for elliptic and circular plates and the resulfs are compared with those ofDas and Banerjee [68]. 

Tabl~ 21 show_s the static behaviour of plates. The non-2imez_sional deflection parameters ~ are 
obtamed for d1fferent values of the load parameter pa./ E~ . The results show a very good 
agi·eement with these of Sathyamoorthy [ 135 ] for small values of p. 



It is observe·d that the numerical results of the present study showing the role of rotatory 
inertia are in good agreement with those obtained by other methods. The discrepancies in some 
cases between the present results and those of K.Kana:karaju and G. Venkateswara Ra.o [ 136], 
and M. Sathyamoothy [I 35] are due to the fact that K. KankaRaju and G. Venkateswara /?c:;~.o use 
Fine Element Method whereas classical VonKarman equation has been solved by Sathyamoorthy, 
but present study uses- Berger's approximation. 

The present investigation while checking the work of Das and Banerjee has observfsome 
salient points which are unfortunatehy not in favour of the authors of Ref [68]. 

( ·-----------· .......___ For example Equation ( 5) of referance [ 68] though appears to be true in the concept of 
"constant Deflection contour Method" but it becomes totally 6fi\Oneous when equation (7) is simul
taneously considered. The reason is obvious as the expressions R,G.F. in reference [68] can never 
be identic~ly equal to those' :AI' A2, A3, A4, A 5, A6 of equation(3. 7))obtained in the ·present 
study.Probaly the authors of referenee [68] have not checked the deductions. 

The main purpose of the present problem is to .establish the applicability of the concept of 
"Constant Contour Deflection Method" for the study of static and dynamic behaviour of moder
ately thick plate ofQrbitrary shape- ·The adv~ntage of this proposal is that the basic equations;: . 
(4.3.8) and (4.3.9) established here are ordinary differential equations of third order while equation 
(4.3.1) and (4.3.2) are partial differentialequations offourth order. Moreover, modified equations 
will describe the nature ofuonlinear oscillations of plates of arbitrary shape provided the equation 
of its deflection contour u,(x,y) =constant, is known. As for example if 

x (x. y) = y [a/2 (2/a- y) -x2
], we get the results of the uniformly loaded parabolic plate with a 

clamped edge. 
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Problem - 4.4 

Non liner vibrations of clastic Plates with varying Flexural Rigidity 

·.·• Non-homogeneous materials, with varying flexural rigidity have received a coi1siderable 
· · ·. attention. The goveming differential equations are of Karman type, extended to a dynamic case, 

including the effect of varying flexural rigidity. Assuming the Young's Modulus to be inhomoge- •. 
neous, the gove~ing differential equ,<ttions _are solved with the boundary conditioris for clamped 
edge and by Galerk-in method. The "constant deflection contour" method is employed here. 

The dynamic Von-Kani1an ~quitions for a non-homogenous platehaving.varyhig flexur~l rigidity 
and subjected to a normal uniform load may be put in the form 

'· .... 

-· .. _- _-. 

'-. ·. . .' - . 

\]~ (!V~~) -j(!-1-~)cf(f,F)- -~ 0: ( ~ u;) 
,' , .. ; .-· 

--. ~:. 

: . '' --~. 

:_:: [A.Jt. :z]. 
'j _···- . 

..... _, .. 
~- :. --

'., --

- ... -: 

_,,._ 

· ... 
'., 

. ~ .. - . 

~ : . ·. . ·_ 

-,, ·; :.-·· 
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'- :· 
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·. ' '· .. ~ 

·.:_ .' 
. ~·r,. · .. ·: -_.1 . \. 

considering E as function of~ a~d y, a~d hand u as constants equtttions cfi.4.l) a1id '(4.4:2 ) ~~omc 
•· ·. -; ·. - . . ' 
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[H.h·~ 

It is assumed that the set of equations ( 4.4.3 ) and ( 4.4.4) is satisfied in every region bounded by the 
contour line C" As a necess ;ity for the application of"Constant Deflection Countour" method we 
integrate equqtions ( 4.4.3 ) and ( 4.4.4 )over the region. 



Al-i -

+ z-(1--i) "; ~ ~ 
~ {f "t 

B 2 ~ 1 ( tl; U; + c{ U;, ) + ( Jf + ~ (tt::: ~n + u..~ "v,:u. ~ 
v . ;(.. x.x.. ~ :Jt '/ 



EquQ;tions(4.4.5) and (4.4.6) can be further reduced to a simpler form on application ofGreen's 
theorem wherever possible. On transformation to line integrals equations (4.4.5) and (4.4.6) will 
become 

. . . ... f.,L..... ·. . . ·• . . . 

. ~,(t0~~~:-(t9~== f13(uj(~:f%lt(~J(cfk[c£u--

' ,., '~ .. . .. 

. Equations(4.4.8) and (4.4.9) are the two basi~ equations to st~dythe dynamic responSe ofstniet~es 
of arbitrary shapes. · . 

An elliptic plate clamped along the edges is ·considered. The fal11ily ofcontourlines ofthe 
.deflected surface are as usual represented by . · 

~ - . 

v·· v·. 
~-.· u, ::=. · .. / - _x...---:-_ - -

2-- Jj. 
0/. 

. p..h.f ~y .• ... 
. ~ ·. :. 

'· . 

. · ... ''' :_ .. 

. · where u = 0 defines the boundary. The.boundary co~ditions for clampe~ edges ~r~:equcaiions ~-;.I) ·. 

and (.3.1.1-) . · .. , · · · ,;.' • , ... 

Suppose the non-linearity is govemedbythe equation 

~ ~.· .. ~o~+f{~+~-2]· 
' ~ ,. 

i,~ E - fc[t+/(!~~J 

·•·no· ......... . 
- . ~ . -

.. 

' -· .. · 

. . . ... 

·. [4.~·:0:::. ,·· 
' . ' . . : ("• 

'····.·' 
. ' 



Where j) and E arc constants. 
" 

Inserting the expressions li>r E. u. u., etc into equations (4.4.5) and (4.4.6) integrating over the 
region bounded by C". subject to the boundary conditions for clamped edges, one gets respectively 

[t,.Ji.l~ 

(1- u. ).,_ ct ° F __ 'k (1- «:)ct.,. F "" ~ !Oo J;, r::{( 1- '9 + f (1-l)l J fc£1.11 )2..-
&Af . &Z" c{"bvp u l~ 

{,[... 

-~-- f r (t- '1 ~ f c£u._ [4.11./j} 

It 4 'l- :z--

p 3ct. +3b +ZCl-b -
cCbf.t 

[~)t.IJ;J 

I+ It .Jc 'V i-
I a + b -t-2 ""' b p - -- . 4 4 

c;t. + b 

Considering that the plate vibrates primarily in the transverse direction and the plate is rest~ined 
IJ·om in-plane movements, one can assume without any loss of generality r ~~-11 

w - A tl:' r.r (-t / 

F - A:p (-b) 
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Since equation (4.4.15 ) does not represent the exact solution, Galerkin procedure is applied to 
-minimise the error. Substituting equation (4.4.15) into equation (4.4.l3) a relation between (I> ( t) 

and ljf ( 1 ) : • is first cstahl ished 

~l?e- ecy~ (4.4./~ ~ ~~ -bo 

3 I 

t::o -R- rp (+ + ~)- f ~] A41 (t) 
6 c,_Jf'J L -

p 
1;& 

l~quation (4.4.17) may be put in a simple form 

3 

lf_ + c, If (t) + c; 4' (t) = c f 

[4.1-t.tj} 

[ 1-t )t. I il 
.? -tt 

C _ 3Eo.ft rP~-t-,Lf)-~P'J 
I - I -(,.' ' / 5 f ~._f-J,I J 

2/3' ol-t- E. A 'J- _ f, + ~) 
c3 "'" -f Prf b" l' or~t J 

3p 

[4.1-t.lf] 



a) Free Linear Vibration 

For free vibration p ~·. 0 · equation (4.4.18) \\·ill become 

. 3 

LV (t;) + cl 4'(-t) + c3 4' (t) = o 
?-tt 

The linear fi·equcncy parameter is given by 

b) Non-Linear Vibmtiou · .. 

If T and T* be the corresponding time periods of linear and non-linear free oscillations then the 

ratio 

T 
T 

-Y~ 

1+- .3 . 
[ 

3 c J tr c, . [h.Jt. zi} 

@m4-rz.,V-r3)[3mt.+z.,+3) G + f3/s) 

_ p js- (-.,,./t-r:z~m?--t- 0] [11.4.2-3] 



Where m == alb. A./h = represents the relative amplitude. Numerical results have been computed 
and shown in tables ( .2-2-3/ ) 

c)Siutic ell.\'£' 

Ncgk~ing the inertial term in equation (4.4.18) one gets f()r analyzing the large def~ction behaviour 

[Ji..4.zf] 

On further simpli tication one gets the relation between the non dimesional central deflection (W /h) 
() 

and the load parameter (pa4'Eh4
) 

+ 

Numerical results are shown in tables( 32 - 35' ) 

··Table -I 2.~ J: Dependence of relative time period of non -linear and linear vibrations[T*/.,.] on 
-. relative amplitudes [A/h) for circular plate for different values of p, u = 0.3, m= 1 

A /h T*l.-.. 
p = -2 p =-I f3=0 f3 =I f3=2 

0 1.00 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
0.5 0.8781 0.9539 0.9705 0.9777 0.9818 
1.0 0.6730 0.8449 0.8946 0.9184 0.9313 
1.5 0.5171 0.7133 0.7989 0.8388 0.8635 
2.0 0.4111 0.6165 0.7045 0.7549 0.7878 
2.5 0.3399 0.5300 0.6109 0.6764 0.7142 

8ft 
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Table -I Z-3 f Dependence ofrelative1time period ofnon- linear and linear vibrationS[T*/.r] on 
rdativeamplitudes [A

0
jq for circular plate for different values of~' u=0.3, m=I.5 

AJh T/.r•. 

~= -2 f3= -I fi=O ~=I ~=2 

0 I.OOO 1.000 1.000 1.000 I.OOO 
0.5 0.9I90 0.9703 0.981I 0.9858 0.9904 
I 0.75643 0.8942 0.9300 0.9464 0.9633 
1.5 0.60873 0.7982 0.8593 0.8894 0.9222 
.2.0 0.4978 0.7036 0.7822 0.8240 0.8722 
2.5 0.4167 0.6200 0.7076 0.7574 0.818I 

Table -I 2.1t I Dependence of [T*/.
1

] on relative amplitudes [A/h] for circular plate for different 
values of ~, u = 0.3, m = 2 

A
0
/h T*/T 

~ = -2 ~ = -1 ~=0 ~=1 ~=2 

0 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
0.5 0.9569 0.9858 0.9911 0.9933 0.9945 .. 
1.0 0.8553 . 0.9465 0.9656 0.9739 0.9786 
1.5 0.7354 0.8896 0.9269 0.9438 0.9536 
2.0 0.6300 0.8244 0.8795 0.9057 0.9215 
2.5 0.5435 0.7579 0.8276 0.8626 0.8843 

Table -I 2.5 ) Dependence of relative time period of non- linear and linear vibrationS[T*/T] on 
relative amplitudes [A/h) for circular plate for different values ofm, y = 0.3, ~ = I 

A /h T*/..-.. 

m =I m = 1.5 m=2 

0 1.000 1.000 1.000 
0.5 0.9777 0.9858 0.9933 
1.0 0.9I84 0.9464 0.9739 
1.5 0.8388 0.8894 0.9438 
2.0 0.7549 0.8240 0.9057 
2.5 0.6764 0.7574 0.8626 



Table -I U 1 : Dependence ofiT/1.1 on relative amplitudes [A/h) for circular plate tor different 
values of m, u =0.3, ~ = 2 

A /h T*/.r 
II 

m =I m = 1.5 m=2 

0 1.000 1.000 1.000 
0 . .5 0.9818 0.9904 0.9945 
1.0 0.9323 0.9633 I 0.9786 
1.5 0.8635 0.9222 0.9536 
2.0 0.7878 0.8722 0.9215 

I 

2.5 0.7142 0.8181 0.8843 

Table -I Z1 I :Dependence of relative time period ofnon- linear and linear vibrationS[T*/
1
] on 

relative amplitudes [AJh] for circular plate for different values of m, u =0.3, 
~ = -1 

A /h T*/..-
II 

m= I m = 1.5 m=2 

0 1.000 1.000 1.000 
0.5 0.9539 0.9703 0.9858 
1.0 0.8449 0.8942 0.9465 
1.5 0.7233 0.7982 0.8896 
2.0 0.6165 0.7036 0.8244 
2.5 0.5300 0.6200 0.7579 

Table -I 2.8 l : Dependence of relative time period on relative amplitudes [A/h] for elliptic plate 
tor different values ofm, u = 0.3, ~ = -2 

A /h T*/..-
" 

m =I m = 1.5 m=2 

0 1.000 1.000 1.000 
0.5 u.8782 0.9190 0.9569 
1.0 0.6730 0.7564 0.8553 
1.5 0.5171 0.6087 0.7354 
2.0 0.4121 0.4978 0.6300 
2.5 0.3399 0.4167 0.5435 



of 
Table- I 29 J : Dependence T*/T on relative amplitudes [A/h.] for circular plate for different 

values of m, u = 0.3, ~ = -0.7 

A /h T*l 
" T 

m = I m = 1.5 m=2 

0 1.000 1.000 1.000 
0.5 0.9608 0.9784 0.9880 
1.0 0.8647 0.9087 0.9543 
1.5 0.7523 0.8221 0.9046 
2.0 0.6492 0.7335 0.8460 
2.5 0.5630 0.6525 0.7847 

Table -I 30 I :Dependence of relative time period of non -linear and linear vibrationsT*/T on 
relative amplitudes [A /h] for circular plate for different values of u, m = I, 

() 

~=2 

A /h T*l ... 
0 

u =0.2 U=0.3 U=0.5 

0 1.000 1.000 1.000 
0.5 0.9808 0.9812 0.9844 
1.0 0.9289 0.9323 0.9415 
1.5 0.8574 0.8635 0.88032 
2.0 0.7796 0.7878 0.81116 
2.5 0.7047 0.7142 0. 7418 

Table- I 31 I : Dependence of relative time period of non- linear and linear vibrationsT*/T on 
relative amplitudes [A/h] tor circular plate for different values of u, p == -1, 
m=2 

A /h T*/..-
" 

u =0.2 u =0.3 u =0.5 

0 1.000 1.000 1.000. 
.5 0.9849 0.9858 0.9886 
1.0 0.9432 0.9465 0.9565 
1.5 0.8835 0.8896 0.9089 
2.0 0.8156 0.8244 0.85239 
2.5 0.7472 0.7579 0.79267 



I 

Table I 32 I : Dependence of central deflection (W./h) on load parameter (~a~/Eh4 ) for different 
values of p. u = 0.3, m = I 

W,/h 
, 

pCA.lt /f:.Pvlf 

p = -2 p =-I P=O P=l f3 = 2 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
0.2 0.2365 0.3319 1.187 1.6629 2.1384 
0.4 0.5563 0.7515 2.466 3.4106 4.3780 
0.6 1.0425 1.3465 3.93 5.3754 6.8198 
0.8 1.7782 2.2045 5.67 7.6183 9.5649 
1.0 2.8468 3.4133 7.78 10.2477 I 2.7146 
1.2 4.3313 5.0602 10.34 13.3601 16.3698 
1.4 6.31507 7.2336 13.47 17.0525 20.6317 
1.6 8.8814 10.0206 17.24 21.4214 25.6014 
2.0 16.0935 I 7.7861 27.08 32.5752 38.0688 

Table I 3'3 I : Dependence of central deflection (W./h) on load parameter (Pa4/Eh~ ) for different 
values of p, m = 2, u = 0.3 

W,/h po.'•/E.J?... '+ 

p = -2 p =-I P=O P=1 P=2 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
0.2 1.712 5. I 949 8.6772 12.1609 I5.6437 
0.4 3.6046 10.58 I 7.5542 24.1609 31.5068 
0.6 5.8581 16.3456 26.5542 37.3214 47.8087 
0.8 8.6531 22.6818 36.7059 50.74047 64.7686 
1.0 12.17 29.779 47.385 64.998 82.606 
1.2 16.5892 37.8272 5.9.0524 80.3039 I 01.540I 
1.4 . 22.0884 47.0I6 71.923 96.8677 121.7904 
1.6 28.8568 57.538 86.1913 114.8993 143.5763 
2.0 . 46.9 83.336 119.72 156.204 192.632 

gg 



Table -1 34 I : Dependence of central deflection (W./11) on load parameter (~a4/Eh4 ) for different 
values of m, u = 0.3, 13 = 2 

Wo/-R- po.I+/E-?vt., 

m =I m = 1.5 m=2 

0 () 0 0 
0.2 2.1384 6.04 15.6437 
0.4 4.378 . 12.2606 31.5068 
0.6 6.8198 18.8421 47.8087 
0.8 9.5649 25.9651 64.7686 
1.0 12.7146 33.81 82.606 
1.2 16.3698 42.5572 I 01.5401 
1.4 20.6317 52.3874 121.7904 
1.6 25.6014 63.464 143.5763 
2.0 38.0688 90.18 192.632 

Table 135 I : Dependence of central deflection (W/h) on load parameter (Pa"/Eh4
) for different 

values of u, m = 2, p = I 

W
0

/h po. '+ /E-R-4 

u=0.2 u =0.3 U=0.5 

0 0 0 0 
0.2 11.5949 12.1509 14.5771 
0.4 23.3995 24.5315 29.3639 
0.6 35.6234 37.3214 44.5694 
0.8 48.4764 50.7404 60.4052 
1.0 62.16"8 64.998 77.079 
1.2 76.9079 80.3039 94.8011 
l.4 92.9 96.8677 1!3.7811 
1.6 110.3713 114.8993 134.2289 
2.0 150.544 156.204 180366 
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Discussio11: 

From table$( ;z;'3 & ~H ), it is observed that for a particular value ofm the effect 
of non-linearity increases with the decreasing value of p whereas for a particular value of p the 
effect of nonlinearity decreases with increasing value of m from tables( Z5 1:<> ~9 

) . 

Normally the variation of Poisson's ratio is overlooked since the effect in large vibration is 
marginaL However tables ( 30 g 31 ) show that for moderately large vibration the non
linear effect may be taken into account in the sense that the effect of non linearity appears to be 
appreciable when value of Poisson's ratio for the corresponding material decreases. 

The numerical results for static deflection for the present study have been compared with 
·those of [ 126] and what has been observed is that the present results are not in exact agreement with 
those of[l26], particularly when p < 0, but for p > 0 the results agree well with those of[l26). 
The first reason for slight difference may be caused due to what has been explained in the very 

· beginning of this chapter (page- 39) 

The second reason is the procedural difference, Ohanabe el.al [126] has used Be'rler· equa
tions whereas in the present analysis Karman equations have been ·employed. Since Kannan equa
tions are reliable th~Ulose of Berger, hence the present results may be more acceptable th;mthose 
presented in Ref. [126]. 
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Chapt.<~r _ v A MocP.ifiec£ Nte:~.oct :folr So.ev~~ Non; . .€i-netU' P..-ob.f.e:ms U~-nzf 
t.c Con.Sto..,J; beffu~ Contoc.cr~ Me.tRocl. 

During the proeess of investigation while using two snt.s of governing <HJmlt.ions i.n. 
equations ( :tll)and (:ti:Z) or <~quat.ions (a.J2) and (:t 1:n both have h<~nn. utilized. Sinec t.h<~ 
first. sc•t. (:U I) mul (:U:Z) though simplifies the computational hazards yields not v<~ry 

satisfactory results. This prompts thn presnnt investigator to hav<~ a little more ean~ful 
examination and application of t.hn soeond S<lf. of <~<JtWtions. 

In t.he present. chapter the investigator used the S<lcond set of equations (:3.12) and 
(:t l:l) for all illustration. In order to make a comparative study some of the problems treated 
in the previous ehapt<lr have bonn reinvestigated and some of new problems have also 
h<'nn t.reat.ncl in t.hn present. chapter. The second set of a equations appears to be more 
<~fi(,etive in the vihrati<>nal analysis. Obvious reason is that it involves a fourth order 
difl(mmtial equations whereas the first one involves a third order differential equation. To 
verify the application of the " Constant deflection Contour" method with equations (:3.12) and 
(:tl:l~ f(mr specific cas<~!. w!ll bo conio>idnmd. 

5.1 

I) Circular plate with built in edge (considered immovable) 
2) Annular plate with outer boundary clamped and inner boundary free 
3) Annular plate with outer boundary simply supported and inner 

boundary free. 
tl) Elliptic plate with clamped edge 

Problem- 1 

Non-Lin:r Vibration of a Clamped Rigid Circular Plate : 

A rigid circular plate which is clamped along its boundary is considered ·The family of 
isodeflection curves are concentric circles represented by 

'l- ')... 

L{;=: l-~- ~ @"-l.g 

Cle:Jrly u = 0 defines the boundary and u = I is the centre of the plate where the 
d<~flcction is maximum under an uniform load p . 
The deflection and stress functions are assumed t.o be 

w- :;: w (u.)tr(t)~ 
I oy 

F = . F Ct.t.) Lr (,f;)-R, 

For Such variahl(' u <~quat.ionsC:t 12) and (:1. J:J) as d<~ducNI by Banerjee and l{ogerson 
[ i .z,z. J 
in dwpl.er II I will reduce to 



lr 
= pct-

10 

The first step of. the method of solution as explained in Chapter- III, W can be assumed 
2&. -. 

asW=~Ai.IA. ' 
compatibl8 with the boundary conditions· for a clamped boundary, where Ai 's are 
constants which may be evaluated while applying Galerkin procedure due to 
orthogonal property of the error function. However, since we are concerned more with 
the applicability rather then exact solution, we may try with a rough approximation by 
considering a first term only W ~ r£" · 

The first integral of equation (5.1.4) <fiAPcls 
. ~ I &. I 3 

(1-u.)~ _ -b == Eu. + B, t5.1.5l 
0'-1.4.~ c:t.LL a :J 

While the second integral becomes 

B1 and B~ arc constants subject to immovable condition 

Further equations (5.1.5) and (5.1.6) arc valid for t.h(~ whole domain boundod by Cu, 
t.hPn f(>r u = 0 

=== B, 
./ 



Also when u = 1, equation (5.1.6) reduces to 

E 
B1 + B::! +- = 0 . .. .. .................... ( 5.1. 9) 

12 

Solving equatio~(5.1. 7), (5.1.8) and (5. 1.9) one gets B1 and B2 and equation (.5.1.6) 
reduces to 

[5.1.1~ 

Combining equations (5.1.3), (5.1.6) and (5.1.10) one can get the error function 

el = 4-Rttr'(~) + r=,g,tt- +[_~+2-(1+-i) Lf, + 5 (r~~tf] 4-'3 
(t-) 

I2D0-2>) [ 

~ ~ 4 + f LV. (i") lL - pet- [ 5:1. ifl . 
10D ;-tt IGD 

Minimizing the error function by application of Galer kin procedure 

ff e, t?cttL = o 
which onJtv~luation yields the following time differential equations as 

{§.1.1£/ 

The above equation is in exact agreement with the result of Y amaki [22] for vibration 
ofa circular plate with clamped immovable edge. 

5.2 Non-Lin~ Vibration of Annular Plates 

An Annular plate vibrating at moderately large amplitude is considered. The 
geometry of the structure has been shown in the, adjoining figure · 

oeet.tpi.e.cL 
The regionJ.by the plate lies between two 
concentric circles of radii a and b respectively 
(a>b). · 

9J;. 



ThP isodefleet.ion eurvc>s are given hy 

Where the contour Co clefizws t.he out.er boundary for u = 0 and 
Cu for u = u 1 (say) , for thf~ inner boundary, i.e. 

In the present case evaluating the integrals ( 3.9a) and ( 3.9b) the limits of u will be u1 to u 
instead of ' 1 to u. The nature of the basic equations remain.S the same except for some 
constant term dependent on u 1. For example the first. term ofJJ Jt SL . . v~ 
may be evaluated as · SL 

u. 

fc,-uf r14 ~ JJ ces.. ,_ 
u. c:£ t.t. . J u,J + u" 

I "" 'Cf . . 

( I -lL)l- &!~ - f,- u.,1~(;t3W'_J + 
::=. du..; ~ !/ Gtu3 . 

U..= LLI 
u.. 

+cz.Jc,-u..)d.~~-cR.~-vr clsy ,_- tfi.z...i] 
u. Clu: y·~ u._, +Ll;: ' 

I "- :1 
In the ease for a rigid circular plate u, = 1, making the second term to vanish, so, the 
n~prescnt.at.ive of equation ( :t 11) for the present ease of annular cireular plate reduces to 

+ MN(t) _ 0 



When~ M is a eonstant tnrm invc>lving parameters u 1, (c£~) and N (t) is dependent on t 
\CfuJu.· 

only. But whm1 <'quation ( 5.2.'1) difT('mntiatecl with rPspf~et t:> u it. reclucPs to 

!>[C1-U.tt_~ -M1-u.)fj + 2- ~)J-R.trCtJ+ ~ ~[c~-u.)~t'i}/(t) 
z..4 ( It-+ fJ -R; ex. w tv t:) - po., t"5.2-.5] 

I f b ) -tt. I b L: 

llowf!ver the t.ransf(>rmc•d ('quat.ion equivalent. to equation (5.1.'1) diff(~rs from the present one 
by a c:onst.ant 

'l- 3 I 

( 1-- u..' &, F 
~~ 

I Ience the two governing equations for the present problem are E;QUatiol15 (5.2.5) and (5.2.6) 
Two specific cases will be considered. 
Circu-lar plate with mixed boundary condition namely annular plate 

a) Outer boundary clamped and inner boundary free. 

b) Outer boundary simply supported and inner boundary free. 

5.2 a) Problem - 2 a 

Non- Linear vibration of a annular plate with immovable outer boundary and free 
inner boundary : 

It can h£• verifiml that. the expression like 
\.! 'l-- 3 7.. I+ vv (u.) ~ u. + 16· esg u. ~ u..+ O· 9ottz.u 

~ 3 h 
~ u. - I· 3-=t:rGGu, + O· g698 u. [5: z.o..J] 

all satisf~, the given eondit.ion f as deduced from (3.1.2.) and (3.1.6) mathematically 1 

0 
«..=0 

0 

~(1- '!) ~~ - (1+ ~) ~~ 
~ ~M...:oU..I 

0 

Cf6 



depnncling on assumption 
W = Au2 + Bu=l, = Au2 + Bu·1 or W = Au2 + Bu=1 + Cu 4 

But. it. will he proper t.o assume 
W = u :! - J.:~77(;u:1 + 0.8()!)8 tr1 •••••••••••••••••••••• (.~. ~a.:l) 
Wit.h thn ahovn value ofW, the third integral of equation (5 . .Q,.(;) will yield 

, r, ~+ 5" 6 '7 
(1-u.)&.F ==- E LO·Og33t-t- O·zoGbu.. + o·z.583U-- O·I'JI2..-u.-

du... + o· o{;3u,g]- B1 [Ct-u.)£o3 (I- u..~ 
+ B2-Lt.+ B.3 t5.zo...4] 

The stress eondit.ions, for the inner boundary being free and outer boundary being 
damped immovable are not. sufficient to evaluate the constants B1, 82, Ba. So one must 

· ther(~fore impose ecrtain legitimate condition further. In general J.l- F' or &-F' 
c!u.,.; CfiC 

may or may not be zero on the simply supported boundary f lOG ]. However , here it 
·has been observed that vanishing of any one of them implies vanishing of the other. 
So, we are to choose either of the following conditions 

2- I I 
0v > ij ct F o~ c£F _ o (frv tt.= o..~ ~ B.t.= 83 = 0 

"I u.'l-- Citi -

. I· 

b/ ~r ct3 F = o 
. C£·u.3 / then none of B i' s are zero. 

I 
Hence we assume that F is such a function of u which makes its third derivative to vanish 
from the outer boundary. We then reject the condition(a) and accept (b) as it is more probable; 
in which case equation ( .2a.4) becomes 

. I f.t . 5' b '"f gJ 
(!- u.) J.F = E [o· go33u..- o · w6C u.. + o·z.5'g3u.- o·J:ri~u.. + o· o63u. 
~ . .-;l 

+ O·Ol=f2;1t;?., [c,-u).eo3(l-u)+ ~ 

The time differential equation likewise as derived in S€~c (5.1), for the present problem 
IJecomP.s 

f 
-ft' 'f. (t:) +- f.'..fv 

4 I z&· 6£·wr (t) + lr 1365'<;_,3 (t)l 
Jt-t rit L ~ 

b. 33o~ r t5. :w..B 



!'5.~ b Problnm - ~ h 

Non-Linlr' Vibration of Annular Plate with Simply Supported Outer Boundary 
and Free Inner Boundary : 

It. can of~ verified that. that the expression lik(~ 

w = u + 0.3~5 u 2 - 0.1632 u :I •••••••• (5.2 b.l) 
satisfies the boundary conditions [ as deducr!d from (3.1.3), (3.1.4), (3.1.5) and (3.1.6) 

mathematically] for b/a = Y2 

z_ (1-u) J,1-W = (l+i) ctw ~ tt= o 
ctu.1./ ~ 

(t- ~J.2-W :::: 2 (l-1-~c£w' 
ct tC-" ~ ~ l,f_ ~ u.., 

(t- u) cC:,W' = 2(f)-£; J?vJ 
ctt-C . CltC" 

depending on assumption W = Au + Bu 2 + Cu3 with above value of W, the third 
integral of equation (5. !t.6) is given by 

I 

(t-~4: = E 
,.. 3 4 

E- o· t.z.S"""tt- + o·o5"4t6 u,- o· OIZ.A..-3u. 

~ 6j - a· OOBZ.l-1-- + 0· OOZ/1.-{, _j 

+ 81 [Ct-u)2o(1 ~-u.)+ ~ + Bz u. -f 131 

Stress conditions are given by 

f> u.f,{t~ ~?v ~ Jm.w~ aj 
'Vc:hmJiD>v Prohh 

[IcovP -99/ Vot ~ 



~ctF--==- 0 
du 

which leads t.o 

B2 = lh = 0," ~ind B1 = - 0.14():lE 
ThPn equation .. (5.2b.2) hncomelj 

( 1- u.) c£t:"';::: E I o· 1~5" tC-+ o· 05"".4IG J - o· o tzz3 LL
4 

CfLl L f) GJ _. o· oogz.u.. + O· oo~1 ~--t. 

- o·ttr6'3[{1-tt.).£o3 (t-u)+;g [5.Zb.3] 

The time differential equation likewise as derived in sec. (5.1) 

f
-R?-tp (-!;) 

.l-t:;t 
+ E-rl~ rG· 9'ft5"tV (t) + 2:t/4~t4J(b)l 

c}i L' ~ 

5. 2 c 

Numerical Results and Discussion : 
A close look into the final equations for non line~ vibrations of plates considered here . 
[viz. equation (5.1.12),(5.2a.6), (5. 2b.4)] they may be represented in general by 

J 

f -{<,2,-tr_ (-t) + c, 4J(t;) + c.3 tv (t-) = ~ 
~t.t 

Where C1, C3 are the coefficients of lf (-t) ~ lf'3(t) . equations 

(5. 1.12), (5.2a.6), (5.2b.4) as the case may be and Q is the load parameter. We will now 
discuss different aspect of the analysis . 

. 5.2c.l ] Free - Lin~ Vibrations : 

If the non-lin~ term and the load parameter be set to zero, the liner frequency 
parameter may be easily obtained 

= I O.a27H (circular plate) 
= 17.69:~ (annular plate with clamped outer boundary and 

free inner boundary) 
= 5.169 (annular plate with simply supported out.(~r 

boundary and free inner boundary ) 
being t.he linear frequency, with ~:::: o·3 

mul ~ ==~ 

qq 



Table· 3 6 
Rigid Circ:ular Plate I O.:l279 (present! 

Annular plate damped outer boundary and 17.(lHa (present!. I 7. 70 (I I 1 I. 
frne inner lH>undary 17.85 FEM[120J,I7.7-17 Finite stripLJH>J 
Annular plcJ te simply .supported. out.<•r 5. )()!) (preS{mt], 5.I:m 11 WJ. 
boundary fl'<'e inner boundary 

5. 2 C. 2. 

Non-Lim~ free vibration of Annular Plates : 

For non-lin~ free vibration one sets p = 0 to get 

.... 

Which is the Duffing type e~ation and its solution is well known. If T * and T be the time 
periods of non-lintr and liner vibrations, respectively, then the relative time period may be 
expressed as [22] I/ 

'>1: -/~ 

T 
T· 

j is the non- dimensional relative amplitude ofvibration representing W-/fv in (22] 

Equation (~.2 c. I) may be recast for the three problems with ""2f = 0.3 , 

':t: 

T ---T 

' . . -Y~ 
[I+~ X%:5105"5"§

2
] 

-Yv 
:=- 0 +~X 3· 922/6 §

2 J 

/00 

For rigid circular plate 

For annular plate 
boundary clamped 
boundary free 

with 
and 

outer 
mner 

For annular plate with outer 
boundary simply supported and inner 
boundary free 



* 
The numerical results showing the variation of ~ with relative amplitude(~ ... ) 

for rigid circular plate, annular plate with outer boundary ·clamped and inner 
boundary free and amiular plate with simply -supported outer boundary and free inner 
boundary .flctve teen/ depicted in table : . -;[::: o· .3 

Tme 37: T*fl' 

Relative Amplitude Rigid Cireular Plate Annular Plate =0.5 
and 1221 Clamped outer edge Simply Supported 

~ and free inm~r edge . outer e~~; and free 
(present) inner 1o resent) 

0 1.000 1.000 1.000 
0.25 0.!)891 0.!)1159 0.92086 
0.5 0.9585 0.8216 0.7632 

0.75 0.9133 0.6969 0.5392 
1.0 0.8596 0.5890 0.5085 

1.25 0.8026 0.5037 0.4276 
1.5 0.7463 0.4370 0.1276 
1.75 0.6930 0.3844 0.3667 
2.0 0.6437 0.3424 0.2832 

5. 2 C. 3] 

Static deflection for the same problems may be evaluated from equations (5.1 11), 
(5.2a.6), ( 5.2b.4 ) after rejecting the inertial, terms 

IOI 

For rigid 
circular plate 

for outer boundary 
damped and inner 
boundary free 

For outer boundary 
Simply supported 
and inner boundary 
free 

Annular plate 



0 
. 0.25 

0.5 
0.75 
. 1 

1.25 
1.50 
1.75 
2.00 

The Numerical results showing,t9e static deflection shown in Table : 
. - . ~C\.o/E~u . 

Rigid Circular Plate Annular Plate with Annular Plate with outer 
outer boundary clamped boundary simply supported 

inner hounda free and inner boundar . free 

0 0 0 
1.5084 5.1063 . 0.672-1 
3.2758 14.3680 2~12275·.·_ 

5.5610' .. 31.9400 5~ 128 . 
8.6230 61.9787 10.47' _.·_-.-. .,., 

8.6020[22] • 
' 

' 9.000[117] . ' .; 

12.7208 .. 106.6385 ''18.924 ' 
; 18.1 133· -. ·- 176.0750 31.2672. l~ · .. 

25.0593 ·-·- . ' 268.4430 48.2881 
. '33.818 ~ . 389,9000 '68.751 . ' 

.·' ,, 

The valu'es of the load paialllete~ for rigid circular plate as deduced in- the present analysis are_ 
more close to the values of\Jay [ 117 ] even slightly better than those ofY amaki- [ 22 ] .. Also. · · _ 
the result are in excellent agreement with those of Ref [ 118]. - , _-

. . .. ' 

-· 
::\_.·:-. --~- .. 

:_,_'Discussion and ConClusion: 
.·.-.. ,. < (for the Problem 5.1, 5.2 a and 5.2 b) . '•. ·, .. 

r ' ~ , .•. • 

_ From the results ~ven here for static and dynamic analysis of plates vibrating at large 
_ amplitude, it appears that the application of the present method is justified.> : _.· .• .. _ .· _ . · 
· . The present results are in exact agreement with those obtained by Banerjee and Rogerson 

[122]. Q., ' - ' ' ' ·. ; _., ···.. ••· •. '' ' .. ,: 

For the liner analysis the results obtained by this method are more close to exact results in 
comparison with those obtained by other method. For static deflection of annular plates the 
results cannot be compared for non-availability of such studies. · · .· _ -__ · 

I 

In conclusion it may be. accepted that the application of" Constant Deflecti~n Contour _ 
" method is justified and appears to be easier than the --other exlstin~ ~eth~ds: T~e wost 
important point is that the method can be applied to study static and dynamic behaviour of ·· 
structures having uncommon _or complex boundaries for which other methods may fail to 
analyse. The application of polynomial exnressions for the deflection function: :and stress 

. function in conjunction with Galerkin ~~~cbaeappears to produce excellent' results. In case of 
free non-lin:T vibration for plates considered here, the results are compared very well with 
those previously obtained . [ 22, 72 ]. Additionally the load deflection relation for rigid circular 
plate coincides very clo~ with'that ofWay [ 117] 

'•.: 

. ··.-' 

'.,-.' 
'', 

''-~· : · toz.,. · : 
.; : 

·. ' ~- ': .. 



5 .. 4 Problem - -1 
Non-Line~ Vibrations of Elliptic Plate Clamped along its Boundary : 

During the proee.s.s <>f inw.stigat.ion it ha.s already been observed in ehaptcr IV 
(problem -1) that the result. for vibration of elliptic plates using the equations (a.lt) and (:3.12) 
though .simplifies the computational ha;r.ards, yi(~lds not very sati~factory results. · 

This prompts the present investigator to reinvestigate the same problem using the seeond set 
of equations Gl.12) and (3.1:3) for a comparative study. 

For an elliptic plate, clamped along its boundary, the family of isodeflection curves are 
represented by 

lt-

a and bare the semi-major and semi-minor axes. u = o defines the boundary. u = 1 is 
the centre of the plate where the deflection is maximum under an uniform load p 

Deflection and stress functions are given by 

0-

For such variable u equation (3.12) and ( 3.13) in Chapter III will reduce to 

3clt+ 3b""+Zo.,'i.,~ r (t-'- u.)21 ct'r/ _ z,(r-u..)J.'l-r=' ] == ZE (1-~! dW)21-
o..4~}i L ~ ~ '-~ 
-~ 

[5:tt.3] 

z..D (.acl'"+3b4+Z:-e.-~·)f(,_u_J r14 w -4 (l-~)ct3w +.z-J."1-W1 lfl(t) 
~lf -f.·P - C. clu-r; oeu; £uEJ 

+ g~ A__ ~-u. ~eLF' ctW/ tr3
(;r;)- b +-f~RJv'trct) ==- 0 [?.tt.~J 

~ ~'2--- cLu C 1 -a::u:-~ J r )' -tt.-
"--" ;z..t, 

L~t- W (u) ==- LA~ L-t- [_5".1f.ij 
i,:::. I 

Compatible with the boundary conditions for a damped boundary A ;'s are evaluated. Since 
we arc concerned more with the applicability rather than exact solution we may try with a 
rough approximation by eonsidering the first term only i.e. 

\AI - !! (1': A ('\ YY - U ... -.. ,).'1. ), 

Since equation (5.'1 .f)) dons not. repn~sent the exact. solution, Galerkin procedure may be applied 
to minimize the error · 
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Wo first solve tho O<luat.ion (5..1.3) with W=u'.l, 

Th<~ first. integral of equation (5A.a.) yiolds 

3et-+~t + Z-~-& (t-U.) ~ __ c!F ( 4 lt ~ 2./)G ~ I ~ 
o.-tt -t ~.t . &.t.C" M 

B1 and ll'.l are constants subject to immovable condition 

I 

(t-7{Jc!F J :::: 0 
d.t:Z U.== 0 

Further ( 5.4. 7) and (5.4.8) are valid for the whole domain bounded by Cu then for u = 0 
• 

When u = 1 equation ( 5.4.8) reduces to 

Solving oquations ( 5.4 .I 0), (5.4.11) and (5.4.12) 

We get 

B~- [5.lt./~ 
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- - . . ' ' '. ~ . .. . ~ . . -. 

/ 

Thf'n equation ( 5.'1.8) reduces to 

(_ 3 "-It-t 3Z "-+ '2Jl: .t '-)_ (1- «-) J.F' _ z £ [ (<_:;: -i) ci-t- (H >[) u. - :>J 
()._4 .&r., ~ - 3cCJ!,l--(1-i) 

[5".tj.t8 

Equn ( 5.4.15) may be put in a simpler form 

a) For frP-P. liner vibration p = 0, G:; = 0 

ty ( t) + c, ty (t) ~ 0 
ltt 

(05" 



.. ~ - - ••.•• '. --- 'l._: .... • 

For circular plate b =a 
I 

Lin~ frequeney for a ei_rcular plate= where a is the radius of 
the plate 

b) 
Cl-

Non liner freo vibration 

For Non-lim~ free vibration one puts p = 0 in the equation ( 5.4.16) 
.3 

LV (-b) +C1 ~(t) -f- c~ If (i) == 0 
-'-tt; 

If one designates T* and T as the time periods of non- linti= and lin~ vibrations respectively 
then the relative period is given by -£ . 

* c ~] 
~ = ['+11--&;-J 

J is t.he non-dimensional relative amplitude 
~ 

. ..,..---

T 

Where m = a/b. 

For circular plate m = 1 and forJ = 
~ 

(-})~] 

0•3 one gets 
-~· 

= ['+~ XO•Jt'f09 fJ 
. The numerical result<> showing the variation of T*fr with relative amplitude 

r
, I = Ao -, lor rigid elliptical plate have been dPpict.ed in the Table - I 39 I -ev . . 
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C) Static deflection for the same problem may he evaluated from equation ( 5.4.16) after 
rejecting the inertial term 

It 4 :v ) . It ( 13 P<N ~ (3m +2:m +~ (W6) Z.Z/Og--rn _ Wo 
r_-R_,4 ==3 (t-Lfl-) ·~~ -t-(3-m4-r-zm:r~ ~ 

Which for circular plate and for J = 0.3 reduces to 

= {~8Gog(ii) ~1v"{_~{!i:)
3

J 

_ [5·9HS(~ )1-z·'fOh(~} 

Numerical results showing the depend~ nee of central deflection~ on load parameter J0::_ .h are 
shown in table · ( ItO ) ~ f-~4 

Table [ 3 9) ~ 
Dependence of re!ative time ~eriod T* tr of non-~iner an~ liner v~~a~ons on relative 

amplitudes for different values of aspect ratio (m) , ~ . - 0.3 

Wo T*ff 
--h. m=1 m = 1.5 m =2 

0 1.000 1.000 1.000 
0.2 0.9930 0.9955 o.'9979 
0.4 0.9728 0.982() 0.!.1917 
0.6 0.94H)' 0.9622 o.mns 
0.8 0.9031 0.9~J5() 0.~)()83 

1.0 0.8596 0.!)()5-1 0.!.1517 
1.2 0.84 ]() 0.870:l O.!J:.~8G 

1.4 0.7708 0.8:3-15 0.!.11 I t1 
l.G 0. 724() o.798a 0.8887 
1.8 O.G828 0. 7()24 0.8()-1!) 
2.0 O.Gt1:l7 0.7275 0.8-10-1 
2.2 O.G075 O.G!}405 0.8157 
2.5 0.5752 O.G4()!) 0.7786 
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Table I l.f 0 I It 

Dependence of Central Deflection~ on Load Parameter~ for elliptical plat.<~p{ = 0.3, 
for dlff<~rent aspeet ratio . m 

~~ 'po.''"/ ER* · 
m = 1 m = 1.5 m=2.0 

0 () () () 

0.2 1.1742 .3.a5HH 8.()918 
0.4 2.461!) 6.HH:l6 17.()711 
0.6 4.1725 11.0.1668 27.2251 
0.8 6.1017 15.8.92 37.()413 
1.0 8.6206 21.5478 49.207 
1.2 11.802 - 28.4587 60.4852 
1.6 20.6818 46.7742 93.6747 
1.8 . 26.64508 58.f>516 112.712 
2.0 33.818 72.6576 134.427 

It has already been studied that the result for vibration of elliptic plates using the first. 
set (3.11) and ( 3.12) is not satisfactory. But in th"•s chapter utility of the second set of 
equations ( 3.12) and (3.13) has been observed. Hence in conclusion it may be said that the 
second set of equations should preferably be used to investigate large amplitude, vibration 
problems. However for rough approximation the first set may be used in cases where the 
structures have complicated boundaries or the governing differential equations become too 
much complicated in nature. 

- - -:":·\~~: 

~:' 
~~{[~4 

- .:.!~ • 

":.;~~= .. 
~-';-.:._. 
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Chapter- VI 

The Non-li~tr' Vibration Analysis of Elastic Shells. 

. The main purpose of the thesis is to make an extensive study on the applica,tion of 
"Constant Deflection Contour Method". In previous Chapters it has been shown that the 
application of this method, on isotropic elastic plate problems is effective and the analysis · 
appears to be easier than the other existing methods. ' ... 

. . To make further investigation the application of this method to shell structures will be · .· . 
. made in this chapter. However the projection of the curve of· intersection of the plane. z =. 0 .. · · 
with the structure must be known in all cases, how much complicated the structure may be. : . 

. ; ; 

Though several studies [. 8, ·9,38,39,40,54,59,109,115] .. havebeen made on vibration 
analysis of shell structures in which most of the problems deal with linear analysis. The study. 
of the non-linGf analysis is very restrictive in nature and it appears that more detailed study. . 
on large amplitude vibration of shell struct1.,1res should be made. · 

Regarding the application of"Co~stant defle~tion.contOur Method" on shell structures··· 
Mazumdar and Jones[115] had made some useful studies on shell· structures. However, all of .... 

. · ·them concerned with the linear approach. Recently Banerjee [i09] has made an attempt .tO . 
·.· · · • .. extend the "ConstantJ)·eflection Contour'' method to shell problems. But no specific illustration . 

. ··has been made in support of the theoretical study. This prompts the present investigator to.····· 
~· : · . make an attempt to do some. work in this sphere in support of the applicability of" Constant 

Deflection Contour" method to .shell problems involving statical or dynamical cases. · ..... · 

Let CL'Jli elastic isotropic shallow shell be considered. The equationof its middle surface .. 
referred to a system of orthogonal Co-ordinates (x, y, z) represented b:y: . : · 

. ' .. ... .... 
' ' . . . .,.'··' 

.•·;_ .-

. ·. .: . ' . ~ . -~ 

y.2, ' .·. •' 
:For a shallow shell'.~ ==· _ (.£ + {-) . .. . . . . . is small oompared tO. the radii of. 

~urvature R1, R2, aid R12 everywhere in the region. R1, R2, aid R12 may be taken to be constant. .··.. ' 

The well-known Von Kaniimi equation: extended to a dynamic case for shallowshell ·. 
may be written as (1091 · ·. ·. · · · 

== ~rk(F, w-) +:·.·r~;+, r~~it · 
·.,.' . .,_-: ... 

. .. ·· · .. ··· . .. :: 
·.·I-

'· .,. 
. ·,·-_.·. 

'; 

.... ,.· .. ~' . ; ;·:." 
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K1, and K:! are principal curvatures. 

If u = u (x,y) defines the lines of equal deflection equations (6, 1) and (6.2) becomes 

Where 

A4 =. {,t + tt.· +Zu 
1 )(; ')(, iC-X- 7 ';j(f'(f~ 7"'!-X.(/1 

~ 

A5 == ~u.: t{.. - z._u. 
J-x?f- 7'd'd . J)l(_'t 

A1 =- k,. u_,(1';1 + k~ u.,-;0. 

2 K. !,{_ 
"]... 

AB K, 
/ - Lt. + 2.. .7 ..... <t X.. 

f II 



lntngrat.ingf!quat.ion (H.a) and (().1) ovnr area 

('jD fA cllt!N +A c.f'w + A
3 

Jl•w +A,. d!~lln Jj I L I J.ult ~M ~ n c€J 
..n.. 

·= --R JJtAs~~ +A6;i;_(~ 1ti]&-SL 
SL 

-~ J]c A,~+ Ag ~] dSL -F rR''\~ r1n 

+ ffrc£,S2. [G·5] 

SL 

JJirlA c!4F +A?- &?F ·+A c.£'-F +A'· t:_l ctQ 
I &M_*". u 3~ ~ 0 

SL 

= -~Sf[A6~)~+A6~~)']vt52-
..n.... 

+ r:: jJ[A
1
t; + AgcQtJct5L [6·() 

5L 

For an ellipt.ieal shell Uw lines of equal defleetion are represented by 

112.-



Where u=o defines the boundary and u=l is the centre of concentric ellipses, when>. th(~ 
deflection is maximum undHr an uniform load p 

Deflection and stress functions are assumed to be 

w ~ ~ W (u)LYCt) 
I 'W 

F = AF (u)lV (t) 

For such a variable u, equations (6.5) and (6.()), on integration reduce t.o 

oG • 

c£et W' (u-) - I_ At u.'' 
L. =1--

Compatible with the boundary conditions for a clamped boundary, A~'s <Jrc evaluated. Let a 
rough approximation be considernd with the first term only. 

'ltJ.=Au!l 

With \J= Au~. the first integral of' equalion (G.H) 

[6.10] 
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While the second integral becomes 
. I .z.. ft')...-'2--

·(t-u.)~ Atv (i) - ZE: u A 4' (t) 
CUt :--- 3 ct-._. b" P 

+__LYE j Ali'Ct)+ B,u+ B~ [6.0] 
3 

B1 and B2 are constant subject to immovable condition 

Further equations ( 6.10) and (6.11) are valid for whole domain bounded by C, then for u = 0 

Atr"'CtJ['f:.r:,L-~L] = B, / [6·13] .. 

dJ= I I A ty\-t) = 62. [6·/Jil 
""'CfiZ ~=0 

For u = 1 , equation (6.11) becomes 
~ ~ ~ .:0! ~ . A tr Ct) +..L rEA LV(t) + B, + 82- = o [G·l5.J 

3a. b p . 3 . 

Solving equations ( 6.12) , (6.1 8), 6.14 and ( H.15) one gets 

8 2E. (1+-1) A'l-l.¥2.-Ct) +-'--;- E (1+15) -A t.y(t) 
I = .3d-b~P(t-"1) · 3 (1-"lf) . 

')- '2- . 

B _ _ !£ E A LV Ct) -·~ r-E Atr(t) 
z- .3 d"~P (t-"i) ~ (!-"Jf) . 

and equation (().11) reduces to 

(1-u) elF' A ly 2-{i) ~ 2-E - [ (l-2J} vt4 + (i-rlfJu- z-J A '2-t.y:z.. (t) 
;;~ · 3clb~PO--iJ . _ · 

+_L rE · l(t--0U
3
+ (i+25Ju. -£lA.LV(i) 

3 c1-"~J L J 
. [6.16] 
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Taking the ·first derivative of equation (:l.8) in agrc'ement with the proposed t.h<'ory 
explained in ehapter - V 

z.ppr(t-~'l-:£ttW'_ -4Cr-~~ + !Z,&?-w I Atf(t) · . c k4 J..tt u-J . 

+ 8-R-. cl r(r-u)dF' JW]A~t.r3(t) +ZT-f?-Pc! l(t-~&F']Atr\t) 
ceb~ ~ L ~ ctt:Z -a:u:L' ctU 

+ n-f?.A W'tr' (t) - p == o [G·tr] r. ~ _.,tt 

.. 
Substituting equation (6.16) into equation (6.17) and using Galerkin ':, procedure to minimize 
the error one gets. ~ 

[~ DP + o· 8/GZ-r-7-E-R-P]AlJI(t.) + 5·11-t~T; £" A'l-tr~Ct) 
3 . ~b 

+ '7- 3b5f E-R- A
3 

Lf'
3 
(t) +J_ ~A lf {t) - p [6·/i] 

7 ~ 4 5" .l-tt: 3 
o.. c;· P 

Equation (6.18) can be put in a simpler form 

2.- .3 
tf (+-) + C, lf Ct) + C

2 
4-' (-t) +C3 Lf' (i) :::: C: F 

.l . 
t.t: 

[6.19_] 

c, 5P [3 D + O· Bt 2-6 r-"'1"-R.-J - f:g; 

Cz_ ~5·11 
rE A 
trlb~ . 

r;v 

c~ 3G· 9Z55 EA 
-

fet4bJt p 

2 p· 
= p-RA 3 
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a.. 
Free liner vibration ; 
For free vibration putting Jl = 0 in equation (6.19) 

z, 3 
LV Ct) + Cllf (t) -t-C2, 4' Ct) +C3.~ C-t) - 0 

.?t.t ' ' ' . 

"'-' , I 
The liner frequency parameter is given by V.z.,. 

Gv "" c~"' _ f~{ (fP ~a· &-t26r'\:R--)] ~ 

6J C: r f/f_.ft = (3ni'+zm\3)'l'ci~Y•) +I· Ot55f'l) J 
The variation ofw<l:"jf/Ei:fo,r elliptic circular shell are shown in Table ( Itt ) 

b) 
Q. 

Non-liner free vibration 
For ~on-line~ free vibration p == 0 . 

~ 

ty Ct) +C, tr(t) +C2 t.y~(t)+C3 tr Ct) ~ 0 
' .ltt 

If we designate (N * and OJ as. the frequencies of non-lintr:" and lin~ vibration 
respectively 

x-. 
6.) 

Vz.. 

] 
6) 

~ is the non-dimensional relative amplitude 'l- 4 J... 

d._ r: 5· 5:;t.3~?rJ4j~ 5"· 50S (.2 m J 
W = c (3••{"+2.m~+3)'"[0· :z.hlt"-TO·.Z031(~t. (3m"+z,,,'~3t{o·Zit~HO•Z031 ~tr 

N . I Its h '.. th . t. f . ~. ,te .JCr ?f'th= o·1
3 

t. l't I J A umenca resu s owmg e varia Ion o """ wt re a 1ve amp 1 uf e ::: ._Q_ 
c.;r . ~ 

for elliptical sheJI have been shown in the table (lt'L-46 ) 

C The static deflection of the same problem may be evaluated from equation (6.18) 
neglecting t.he inertial term as 

[0·132.6 +0· 6093 (¥ tJ (3mt,.+zm'+3)(!/t) 
' h . 3 

+-:r··m(~J.:c~r+ c::::z:>-+3)(~) = 

lib 



'J'he numerical results showing the dependence ofcentral deflection on load parameter 
are shown in tables [ ~ 7 - ff/ I 

'J'ahlc: ~ 1 Variation of linear frcque~ey in units of corresponding flat-plate frequeney for a 
' complete spectrum of aspeet ratio and ( ~ ) 

m=l m=1.5 m=2 
Present [115] Present. (115] PreS<mt. (115] 
Study Study Studv 

0 1. 1.05 1.68 1.77 2.71 2.85 
0.5 1.099 1.15 1.88 1.93 2.98 3.12 
1.0 1.35 1.40 2.27!) 2.36 3.67 3.80 
1.5 1.694 1.75 2.85 2.H5 4.60 4.75 
2.0 2.08 2.16 3.50 3.()4 5.()4 5.87 
3.0 2.91 2.99 4.90 5.73 7.91 8.12 
5.0 4.()6 4.51 7.()8 7.59 12.69 12.25 
10 9.17 7.62 15.44 12.83 24.91 l 20.69 I 
20 18.26 14.1 30.21 23.74 49.61 38.29 

' )1: 

Table: 4~. Variation of ~ on relative amplitudes for different 
values of· . (j) m. 

wyoo 
Ao/f.v -· -m:::. I 11'1=1·5 -m.:::~ 

0 1.000 1.000 1.000 
0.2 1.007 1.0044 1.0020 
0.4 1.0272 1.0176 1.0082 
0.6 . 1.0617 1.0392 1.0185 
0.8 1.1073 1.0688 1.0327 
1.0 . 1.1633 1.1056 1.0506 
1.2 1.2283 1.1490 1.0722 
1.4 1.3010 1.1982 1.0971 
1.() 1.3801 1.2527 1.1251 
1.8 1.4()45 1.3117 1.1561 
2.0 1.5535 1.374(j .1.1897 

1 t1 



lJ 

·b-epe~e of ~ ~ Ao w ~ 

:/::: 0· 3 1 ¥ ~ 1 

Aa/.f?v 6JlfLW 
m=l m=1.5 

() 1.000 1.000 
O.H925 <UWfia 

0.5 O.H69!) ().!)81 1 
1.0. 0.8734 ().!)2~4 

1.5 0.6831 o.H15a 
2.0 . 0.228 0.6356 
2.5 0.262~ 

Table: ( 4 ~ .) 

Aof-R- uY''/W 
-m=l m=1.5 

0 1.000 1.000 
.5 0.9925 0.995 
1.0 0.9700 0.9813 
1.5 0.8876 0.9562 
2.0. 0.8740 0.9230 
2.5 0.7945 0.87678 

To..&.ee: 45 

- r::: 0• .3 ' 2 Y - I 0 
)) , ~-

Aof-K- 6:)11'/(i) 

m=1 m=1.5 

" 
() 1.000 -1.000 
.5 0.9979 0.!)98:J 

1.0 0.,9919 O.HH35 
1.5 0.9818 (UJ854 
2.0 0.9674 0J)740 
2.5 0.9486 0.!)591 

t18 

m=~.O 

1.000 -
,O.!)H7H 

I 
o.m)1 

O.H64H 
O.H191 
0.8508 
0.7541 

. J 
111=!2..1 I 
1.000 

0.9977 
0.9914 
0.9806 
0.9654 
0.9453 

m=2 
1.000 

0.99!)4 
0.!)977 
O.H94() 
0.!)905 
0.!)852 



Table : '-11 

Table ; '-t 8 

0 
.5 
1.0 
1.5 
2.0 
2.5 

o-R-
0 

0.2 . 
0.4 
0.6 
0.8 
1.0 
1.2 
1.6 
2.0 

0 
0.2 
0.4 
O.G 
0.8 
1.0 
1.2 
1.() 

1.8 
2.0 

m=1 
1.000 
0.~)991 

0.9979 
0.9953 
0.9917 
0.9871 

m=1.5 
1.000 

O.~JH~J(i 

O.H98G 
O.~>H70 

0.9947 
0.9981 

ll~em-ee of ~ be]'-~~ 
~ citfr~ ~~~~ of -m . 

-j - o· 3 2 -r- - o - ' -=v::; -
pa. 

m=1 -· ~ -m=l·5 

.' 0 0 
1.1742 3.3599 

. 2.4619 6.9636 
4.1725 11.03668 
6.1017 15.8192 
8.6206 21..5478 
11.802 28.4587 

20.6818 46.7742 
33.818 72.6576 

m=2 
1.000 

CUJ99H 
0.9993 II 

(U)986 I 
0.9975 
0.99()2 

~--_J 

~L~ F>cvr~ 

?7]:::: 2-
0 

8.691 8 
17.67 11 
27.225 1 
37.641 3 
49.20 7 

60.485 2 
93.674 7 
134.42 7 

.. 
b€1>~~ of ~~ bJ~ tJ;v L.~ Pc~tlsYA-7lfefM. 

m=1 
0 

2.4765 
5.5716 
9.80-1 
1-1.922 
21.203 
28.751 
48.18 
()().40 
74.3~)2 

lf9 

m=I.5 
0 

6.55()5 
I4.aaaG 
2a.478 
:!1.248 
1 2.~)7 1 
()8Ji8 I 
!)8.1()8 
120.!)74 
14H.51 

m=2 
() 

16.1539 
:37.()076 
5!UJ05 
R6.1 17 

I ]().() 1 2fi 
119.771 
2:J0.182 
277.:l!W 
:J2!).()()8 

------' 



Table~ - lt9 b~~~ of Cen.t"ra.e Def(e.eh:o ... On- Loa.vt t>~~a:mefeT1 : 

-£ = 0·3 ¥ = 5" 

'vfo/-fv po.'f'"/EPv,_,. 
in=1 m=1.5 

0 0 0 
0.2 27.106 86.585 
0.4' 54.43 180.347 
0.6 91.108 281.529 
0.8 128.256 390.354 
1.0 169.04 507.08 
1.2 213.563 613.906 
1.6 ~14.372 906.928 
2.0 431.78 1217.2 

.· 4; 4 
Table - Dependence of Central deflection on load parameter fa.. 1 E"-R-. 
. 5'0 ' ' 

-f = o·3 zr 10 -::g;=' 

Wo If.., po..'+ (E. .g. l+ 

m=1 m=1.5 
0 0 0 

0.2 101.762 286.679 
0.4 209.836 587.273 
0.6 324.336 902.61 
0.8 445.413 1232.30 
1.0 573.19 157().9 
1.2 707.789 1935.11 
1.6 998.0:3 2495.B 
2.0 1317.2 3530.2 

m=2 
0 

1!)4.597 
401.823 
605.76a 
833.706 
1102.15 
1362.76 

' 
1926.47 
2494.76 

for different values 
1-m 

m=2 
0 

739.987 
1504.943 
2295.15 
3110.91 
3952.51 
4820.21 
()()35. 11 
8557.92 

1~0 ~\ 



.. Table- ~ J 

Dependence of Central deflection (Ida ) 
. . '-:~ 

on load parameter for different values m 

-); ::: O· 3 

Wo~ po. '/E-Jtli 
m=1 , m~t·5 1. "n!==Z-

0 0 0 0 
0.2 397.19 569.91 2909.12 
0.4 806.856 1167.83 5867.8!) 
0.6 1229.126 1793.97 8876.59 
0.8 1664.133 2448.5 11935.98 
1.0 2112.02 3131.9 15045.6 
1.2 2572.86 3844.147 18205.07 
1.6, 3534.2 5356.37 24666.8666 
2.0 4549.12 6986.4 31360.6 

Table ( Lt 1 ) shows that the· results tally well with those of Jones & Mazu~d<[ 
[ 115] for lower values of measure of shallowness ( =lt"j#-., ). The present values of the lmer 
frequency are little gr1tter than these obtained in Reference [ 115 ] · and the difference 
increases for higher values of ( Q,.y/h ). This may be due to the rough.approximation made 
for deflection function. - -

Table - ( : · .- tt :t ) shows the values of relative frequency for different values of m (= 
aspect ratio) for -f = 0.3 and ( a,~Pa..) = 0 i.e. when the structure assumes that of a plate . . 
From table ( i-t~ ) the frequency ratio ( non-linEfr: lin~) increases with the increase of 
the value of f~~ (relative amplitude) for all.values ofm. However the variation of(!J/"w) is 
not so significant for higher values of m which is a obvious expectation as m increases 
the structure behaves like a beam whereas the results of tables ( .ttj- .it6 ) in which the 
variation of the measure of shallowness has been considered and the effect is just the reverse 
what has been observed in the previous case (Ta~.le- 'i~/ ). In these tables the value of relative 
frequency increases with the increase of-t. and the effect is most significant for in = I and the 
effect of non-linearity decreases with the mcrease of !.i-rj ~- and m. , 

As it has always been treated to find the static behaviour of the structure in all the 
previous problems as a by-product of the ongoing analysis, tabl~s (

4
47- 51 ) show the 

dependence of central deflection Wo I P.,. on the load rarameterPQJE~ . For ~r;~.- -:::o the 
results for m = 1 are in excellent agreement with those of Yamaki [ 22 ]. The effect of the 
dependence become more significant with the increasing values of the aspect ratio m. However 
as the measure of shallowness ( ~ '1/1~- ) increases the deflections arc moro significant for 
smaller valm~s of m and it. is a maximum for m = 1 when a particular valuo of the load 
parameter is concerned. 

1~1 



CHAP'I'ER - VJ I 

Elastic - Plastic Analysis of Shallow Shells of Arbitrary Shape 

In the previous chapters it has been observed that the "Constant Deflection Contour" 
method can be effectively applied to study the vibrations of elastic plates and shells 
and the analysis appears to be easier than the other existing methods .. 

To make further investigation, this method is applied to study the vibration of 
elastic plastic shallow shells in this chapter. 

Though several studies have been made . _ ·- ·) on elastic-plastic analysis of plates 
and shells f 107, 129, 130 ], most of them deal with the line~ analysis . This initiates the 
present investigator to make an attempt to apply the " the Constant Deflection Contour " 
method to study the non-linft:' vibration of elastic plastic shallow shells. Regarding the 
application of " Constant Deflection Contour " me'thod, on elastic plastic analysis of plates, 
Mazumdar et - al [ 107 ] made some useful studies on this sphere. 

Considering an elastic plastic shallow shell of thickness h , the equation of the middle 
surface of the shell is given by 

'2- cz._ 

?= "X- .}___?L_.+ X.'(t 
. ~R,l ZR-2/ R-,2..-

~2..-
The shell is called· shallow if 'tP ::: c;-+ ~ ~) is small compared to the least of the radii of 
curvature Rp R:VRf.\, 

';, 

The basic equations to study the elastic plastic analysis of shell may be written as : 

0 [:r.~ 
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Equations (7.1) and (7.2) are the basic equations to study the vibration of elastic plastic 
shallow shell . One cannot proceed further unless the geometry of the shell is known. 

,, . . 
;.I 

A clamped dome of non-zero curvature upon an elliptic base is considered· 
(Fig- 6 ). 

"J. 'J.-

~-1. ~0 
Q.~ b~ 

The first approximation for the lines of constant deflection for this case due to 
symmetry consideration inay be taken as 

u...- 1-

12/r 



.R 121 has been assumed to be zero in aeeordancc with the shallow shell theory 
with t.he form of u given by equation (7.5) and carrying out the necessary but. lengthy 
ealculat.!oitthe differential equations (7.1) and (7.2) takes the form 

I 

--
1-t 

S ~ceu 
tt 

I 

( I..,.. u,~ d 3
F _ ~cfl'F + r t, -J2)E-R- c£~ == 0 [J.:f] ./ cttt ~ v ~ 

~e P, = tc:_" +-&- + ;~) 

l' "' + [:R,
1
b" + R.'~J 

Using the following non-dimensional parameters 

*' ~ :t:: 
!= ~ f:>cl-R-r..v f=' p [-=r. if - - '1-- ~ -

es ct- Ee
5 

a zbe5 

Equation (7.6) and ( 7. 7) takes the form 

( f-,(...t,)d}'F ~ -- Z, &.l-F ~-+ r (1-Jl)d.W )f: _ 0 
Jtl J/11' d'M:/-

[-=r. ti] 
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Considering the shell. completely damped along the boundary, tho boundary conditions 
can be nxprnssed in terms of the do flection function . and its dc~rivativns with rnspect to u. 

W''=O at u=O 

~ =0 atu=O 

and F=O at u=O and 

dF =0 at u=O 
ali [1.1~ 

With these eonditions (!X pressed in equation (7. I 2), equations (7.10) and (7. I I) are to 
· hi! solved f(>r W* and F*. 

o(., i.. 
Let W == /=.;"i.u.lt'(i(?ompatible with the boundary condition expressed by equation (7.12), 

A.'s are to be c~aluat.ccl. Let a rough approximation be considered ,with the first term only. 
L 

~ 

w == Au t.r'tt) 
F - Au~p(t) 

Where 4'(t) and cPCt) are functions oftime only. Since equation (7.13) does not 
represent the exact solution, Galerkin procedure is applied to minimize the error. 

Substituting equation (7.13) in to equation (7.1 1) a relation between pet;) and l.p(i) 
Is first established 

~(t) [-:r.ttj] 

Making use of equations ( 7.30) and (7. 3b) JJJ. may be evaluated in the following way. 
d.u... . . . 

~ 
~ ~· ~ ~ 

e {w +Q +W W +W ) .... 
)")(.~ l~~ 7'1<-X.. ~~~ -'x.'d r{j es Y;v 

-R, ~ G&wr+Ncll<J c!'w +-f!"~WJ~] r,. e./ B = 
r/3 es ~ ~~ ,,aM: 

'l- '2- 2/ 

wR,e.'t'e M u '+U.. +U.. u. -t- u.. == J x:;<..,. l ~ 't l XL 
7 l;t..d-::J:t 

'l- :v ~ Z/ 

N - 2-Ur u.. -rZ-'tL. u + u... u.- +- u.. U-
7 ?LX-

,J /~'J" J't /XX. 7~ /'<J't .!)(., 
;t... 

+2~. u., ~ ..ur ~ 't 
~ 2..,...---

-b - UpL + ~'(t [-=t; 1fj 
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--------------------------------------------

substituting equation~ (7. 1 :J) and (7. W) into equation (7.1 0) and applying Galerkin procedure 
to minimi:t.e the error one can arrive at. t.he final equation 

+ ~Ql/ r J_ p2. +_LP 
' 5 /__? ~~ 

I I 
~-,.e, p~ ·::: 7 + tF + o.:J,b~ 

' I+ 'l-
~ ~2-- :::: j\__ a. e. _. I 

I+ e_'5' ~ 
and e should be replaced by the avera~e value of e i.e. 

Equation (7. 20) can easily be utilized to study the static and dynamic behaviours of an 
elastic-plastic shallow shell,. No numerical results have be~n presented in the sense that one 
of the co-research workers is engaged in such studies on the basis of the equation(7.20). 

It can be concluded that the application of " Constant Deflection Contour" method for 
clastic plastic bending analysis of plates and shell is quite straight forward and efficient. 
Although the method is illustrated to study the elastic plastic analysis of a shell upon an 
elliptic base, its application to other plate or shell geometries is quite simple. This method 
highly relies on the accuracy of the choice of the isodeflection contour lines u (x, y), however it 
i:-; v~ry difficult. to find out the exact form of contour Jines for a plate or shell of arbitrary 
shape. In the present study, the contour line function is assumed to be that for the 
corresponding fully elastic case. The present investigator wishes to continue further studies in 
this sphere in near future . 



CO!YCLUD/IYC CHAPTER 

The main objective of the present thesis is to investigate the feasibility of the 
application of " Co~stant Deflection Contour " method in extending it to the non-linear 
analysis, so far as the static and dynamic behaviour of plates and shells under various 
geometrical as well as boundary conditions. It has already been accepted that the brilliant 
:works have. been made by Mazumdar. J, of Department of Applied Mathematics, University of 
Adelaide, Australia and some of his co-research workers in the field ofstatic and dynamic 
response ofstructures. However their works were mainly restricted tO linear cases only. The 
novelty of this method was, perhaps, missed the attention . of the ·reSearch workers on an 
international · basis during the Seventies of the last century . : An attempt to · extEmd . this 
method to a quasi-linear problem was made byS. Das and B. Banerjee [ 68 J . Unfortuiuitely 
the essence of the " Constant Deflection Contour " method . was lost in dealing With the 
illustrative example. _It appears that , perhap~. the authors in reference~.; [ 68 ] h~y~ not_ 
deduced the required equations following the method offered by Mazumdar. [)9 •. 137 :-.-1:39 ). · 
The present .investigator has deduced the same equations which are not.··: in. exact~ agreement .. 
with those obtain~d by [ 68 ] . .. .. · . ·· · .. ~ . · ·' 
·- -. . ~ -- ~- .. ,. ~ ~~; , ... ' .. ,. '····:· ~·-- ·--:: ~ ~-- ,•, . ;'::_·.· 

. · . .~ Tn: 1997 . Banerjee [109 ], · prohabiy· '· flr~t iriitiated~ the ~xtenston~ and. appllcatio'n· ~f 
'Constant Deflection Contour' method .to non-liner analysis ofstructures vibrating at lai-ge· 

· amplitude. Mention may be made the work of Chanda [ 1311 d~aling with some line.ar_ and 
quasi - ·linear. problems usmg the I Constant. Deflection ·.ContOur' I 'method .. The PreSe.nt 
investigator-started her work under the guidance ofM. M. Banerjee·to study the application of 
'Constant Deflection COntour' method to strictly non-linear problems in 1.997. · · Later -on 
Banerjee and Rogerson [ 122 J put forward a general study on the application . of I Constant 
Deflection Contour " method . Hence it may hu¢bly be stated that the present work may be · 
considered as the first· concrete attempt to extend the " Constant Deflection . Contour " 
method to problems associated with large vibrati(ms. 

I 

In the present thesis some problems dealtng with structures having a little complicated 
boundary have been considered to pave way for considering problems with more complicated 
and complex boundaries. In the fourth Chapter an elliptic plate clamped along the edges has 
been considered to start with. And the results have been compared with known available 
results as far as possible. The use of" Constant Deflection Contour " method has been found 
to be effective for such problems. 

In all problems considered from Chap - IV onwards the basic governing differential 
equations have been deduced primarily on the basis .of Karman field equations extended to a 
dynamic case. In some problems such equations have been used straight forward and in some 
cases where external applied forces or geometrical non-linearity or inhomogeneity has been 
considered, the basic equations have been deduced on the basis of the present theory. The 
results so deduced have been found satisfactory enough and support the applicability of this 
m(~thod. For example the problem dealing witll large vibration of elliptic plates on elastic 
foundation have been deduced. The comparison of results so remarkably well with available 
results obtained using by a different approaches. Differences if there be any arise out of a 
different approach, method of solution and the approximating functions ( limited number of 
terms out of a polynomial expressions). Of course the variation of results is very insignificant. 

'. '· . 



In problem-3, Chapter JV, an attempt has been made to justify the use of Karman field 
equations over other simplified or modified equations. While considering the problem of static 
and dynamic behaviour of elliptic plates under damping condition, the problem has been 
rechecked using " Constant Deflection Contour", method and the same set of equation as used 
in 168]. The present investigator states with much hesitance that the results cited in ref [68] 
are not those obtained from the expressions deduced by the author. Moreover the use of 
"Constant Deflection Contour" method is not at per with the basic idea of "Constant Deflection 
Contour" method; the detailed criticism has been given at the end ofproblem-3, Chap -IV. 

Jn chapter VI, problem 3 and 4concern with the effect of rotatory inertia, damping 
and varying flexural rigidity. In all cases the present analysis appears to be in conformity 
with the proposed theory establishing the objective and applicability of "Constant Deflection 
Contour" method. Moreover two problems referred to above, establish the accuracy of Karman 
equations over the other, as stated in the concluding remark made at the end of problem - 4, 
Chapter IV. 

During the process .of investigation, for a simplified approach equations (3.11) and 
(3.12) were utilized, later on Banerjee and Rogerson [122] proposed the use of fourth order 
equations Ca.12) and (3.13) and they have been used throughout the whole Chapter-V and VI. 
Some typical examples have been delt with in Chapter V and some more complicated problems 
have been considered besides the illustrative examples put forward by Banerjee and Rogerson 
[1.22]. These illustrations not only support the proposed theory but also establish the accuracy 
of numerical results for mixed boundary value problems. The concluding remark made at the 
end of Chapter-V includes that even in some cases the present approach provides results more 
accurate than those obtained by other author with different approaches. Some authors have 
utiliz1d some simpler form of Karman equations at the cost of accuracy and even inviting some 
absur1ties. For example equation (5.4.20) and equation (4.3.28) are compared with the relevant 
equation of reference [22] , for static case, -J ::Q.3, m=l (wherever admissible) 

}=eN' ~e. (!~.e, , 
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Clearly the ·variation in coefficients of the non-linear term signifies the validity of 
Banerjee's approach. The same question Ha:,d already been raised by Nowinski [72] and later on 
by Banerjee et al [77]. 

The l~test problem utili~ing Berger equations has been treated by Mondal and Biswas [128] 
years later cautioned by Banerjee et al {77]. Hence the present investigation also support the 
criticism first initiated by Nowinski [72] and later on by others. In Chapter IV problem - 3~ 
Berger's equations have been utilized not to encourage to avail of the mathematical simplicity 
at the cost of accuracy. 

In Chapter VI the extension of 11 Constant . Deflection Contour 11 method to shell 
structures, has been made to break the monotony o(plate structures. 

An attempt ha1r also been made to extend the present analysis to eiastic plastic shell 
structures. The Governing differential equations have been deduced and they provide the 
primary tools for investigation of elastic plastic structures. The present thesis does not 
consider any numerical results in the sense that one of the co-research worker is engaged in 
such studies. 

Concluding Remark 

The,following mmarks may be made considering all aspects and investigations made 
during t.h~ research period. 

1. For establishing the governing differential equations a new approach has been made 
difl(~rent. from what. had been proposed hy previous users of 11 Constant Deflection Contour 11 

method. 

13/ 
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2. The previous investigations baood on 11 Constant Deflection Contour 11 method concern 
only with lineari.sed problems whereas the present study is based on a non-linear approach. 

a. Htarting from st.ru<:turos having regular and common boundaries, gradually more and 
more complicatod structures and mix<HI boundary v~Jiue problems have been included in the 
present thesis. 

1. . Numerical results presented for various illustrative examples have been compared 
with all results available to present investigator. Failure in this respect, if there be any, may 
he due to the non-availability of required information and lack of information sources. 

5. A comparative study has always been made in dealing with a· specific problem with 
regard to different approaches made ~o investigate the problem. 

G. The present investigator also humbly suggests that for simplicity the very essence of 
non-linear analysis should not be lost and basic equations like Berger or modified Berger 
equations should be avoided in the interest of future study. 

so 
7. True research activities never stop. The present investigation has to be cut off :_:-.as to 
finish present project within the specified period. However lot of works still remain to be done 
in different sphere not considered in the present study. The present investigatOr wishes to 
continue further studies in the related topic in near future: 

8. Some of the new spheres which the present investigator thinks should attract the co-
research workers and contemporary researchers interested in this field are : . 

i> Dynamic and static response of structures like triangular, annular and 
polygonal shaped plate structures. 

ii> Shell structures, other than spherical and cylindrical shells. 

iii> Extension of the II Constant Deflection Contour 11 method to elastic plastic 
behaviour of structures. 

In conclusion, the following remarks may be added with reference to different 
illustrations on 11 Constant Deflection Contour 11 method : 

i> The method is based on solid mathematical foundation. 

ii> 'Unlike Karman equations it ultimately reduces to a problem of solving two 
ordinary differential equations ... 

iii> The method may be also applied to structures of arbitrary shape. 

iv) The only disadvantage of t.his method is t.hat. the equation of t.he lines of equal 
deflection should he known. · 
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